Summons to Meeting
Wednesday 27 April 2022

Development Panel
Tuesday 10 May 2022, 10.00 am
Council Chamber, Allerdale House
Membership:
Councillor Tony Annison (Chair)
Councillor Carole Armstrong
Councillor Allan Daniels
Councillor George Kemp
Councillor Antony McGuckin
Councillor Andrew Semple

Councillor Janet Farebrother (Vice-Chair)
Councillor Nicky Cockburn
Councillor Daniel Horsley
Councillor Elaine Lynch
Councillor Ron Munby MBE
Councillor Alan Tyson

If you have any questions or queries contact Kathryn Magnay on
kathryn.magnay@allerdale.gov.uk.

Agenda
Site Visit
The following site visit will take place:
FUL/2020/0047 - Land at Derwent Forest, Broughton Moor, Great Broughton,
Cumbria - Proposed visitor centre with associated gatehouse, parking and
infrastructure
Members of the Development Panel will be picked up from Allerdale House,
Workington. The bus will leave at 10.00 am
1.

Minutes (Pages 3 - 12)
To sign as a correct record the minutes of the meeting held on 12 April 2022.

2.

Apologies for Absence

3.

Declaration of Interests
Councillors/Staff to give notice of any disclosable pecuniary interest, other
registrable interest or any other interest and the nature of that interest relating to
any item on the agenda in accordance with the adopted Code of Conduct.

4.

Questions
To answer questions from Councillors and members of the public – submitted in
writing or by electronic mail no later than 5.00pm on a working day, allowing two
clear working days before the day of the meeting.

5.

FUL/2021/0067 - Princess Hall, Princess Street, Workington, CA14 2QG Demolition of existing two storey building and the construction of a two
storey mixed use building accommodating 2 nos. retail units at ground
floor with 7 no. apartments at first floor, alongside 3 no. town houses.
(Pages 13 - 40)

6.

FUL/2022/0055 - Caldew Hall, Solway Street, Silloth, CA7 4EG - To replace
wooden single glazed windows with UPVC double glazed windows, to wet
stone dash front elevation, Solway Street to preserve brickwork and to
replace wooden doors with UPVC (resubmission of FUL/2021/0225) (Pages
41 - 48)

7.

VAR/2021/0001 - Plot 1, Land Adjacent to Northscape, Eaglesfield Variation of condition 2 for a new design and condition 3 relating to
surface water discharge into the sewer on application 2/2018/0164 (Pages
49 - 64)

8.

HOU/2022/0066 - 9 Christian Street, Workington, CA14 4BP - Replacement
of existing wooden sash windows with EcoSlide PVC-U sash windows
(resubmission of HOU/2021/0217) (Pages 65 - 76)

9.

FUL/2020/0047 - Land at Derwent Forest, Broughton Moor, Great
Broughton, Cumbria - Proposed visitor centre with associated gatehouse,
parking and infrastructure (Pages 77 - 102)

Chief Executive

Date of Next Meeting:
Tuesday 7 June 2022, 1.00 pm

Agenda Item 1
At a meeting of the Development Panel held in Council Chamber, Allerdale House on
Tuesday 12 April 2022 at 10.00 am
Members
Councillor Tony Annison (Chair)
Councillor Nicky Cockburn
Councillor Daniel Horsley
Councillor Elaine Lynch
Councillor Andrew Semple

Councillor Janet Farebrother (Vice-Chair)
Councillor Allan Daniels
Councillor Jim Lister
Councillor Antony McGuckin
Councillor Alan Tyson

Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Carole Armstrong and Councillor
Ron Munby MBE
Staff Present
G Law, S Long, K Magnay and J Morgan
Also Present
Pieter Barnard, Cumbria County Council
452.

Minutes
The minutes of the meeting on 29 March 2022 were signed as a correct record.

453.

Declaration of Interests
Senior Planning Officer, S Long wanted it noted for item 5 he is looking to
purchase a property on another site which has no bearing on this item.
Councillor N Cockburn declared an interest in item 7 - FUL/2020/0047;
Councillor N Cockburn has attended lots of meetings and consultations
regarding Derwent Forest and part of Derwent Forest is in her ward, however
this will not affect her ability in the decision-making.
Councillor T Annison declared an interest in item 5 – FUL/2021/0299;
Councillor T Annison is a resident of Thursby but advised the panel this has no
impact on the decision.

454.

Questions
None received.

455.

FUL/2021/0299 - Land West of St Andrews Road, Thursby - Housing
Scheme
Representations
Richard Noons, Colin Edgar and Lisa Hays Hudson spoke in objection to the
application.
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A letter of objection was read out on behalf of Ian Wood
Peter Hunter, Thursby Parish Council spoke in objection to the application.
The Applicant, David Hayward spoke in support of the application.
Application
The Planning Manager, Graeme Law recommended to approve the application
subject to conditions and the signing of a legal agreement to secure the section
106 and a travel plan monitoring contribution of £6,600.
The Planning manager reported reference to the report and a proofing error on
page 15, which should read Thursby not Abbeytown.
The Planning Manager outlined the application and detailed the main issues
within the report as follows:


Principle of Development
The application site is within the settlement limits of Thursby as defined
in the Allerdale Local Plan Part 2 and is a ‘Housing Commitment’.



Benefits of the Proposal
The provision of 67 houses would contribute to strategic objective SO2c
of the ALPP1, which seeks to ensure a deliverable supply of housing
land that meets the needs of the community and local economy, as well
as the Council Plan in terms of strengthening our economy and
supporting the development of new homes where they are needed.
The additional affordable houses to be provided by the proposal would
increase access to affordable housing in the Borough, in accordance with
strategic objective SO2d of the ALPP1.



Balanced and mixed communities including affordable and accessible
homes
The development is for 67 dwellings comprising: 6 x 5 bedroom; 35 x 4
bedroom; 16 x 3 bedroom and 20 x 2 bedroom (3 of these are
bungalows). 13 affordable dwellings are proposed. The housing mix is
considered to be acceptable.



Scale, Layout, Design and Materials
The scale and layout is acceptable for this development site with the
design and materials responding to the character of the built environment
and on site constraints.
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Sustainability, Vehicular Access and Highway Safety
The highway arrangements are acceptable. Suitable visibility splays can
be provided to allow for a safe vehicular access. Parking standards are
met.



Flooding / Drainage
The development secures an acceptable scheme for the disposal of foul
and surface. The foul with connect to the existing pumping station before
entering the public sewer, with surface water draining to the existing
SuDs pond to the north of the site, before directed to the watercourse at
a controlled rate.



Noise
The existing noise from the wind turbine and road traffic from the A595
would not lead to unacceptable living conditions of the dwellings subject
to appropriate mitigation measures.



Shadow Flicker
The impacts from shadow flicker from nearby wind turbines would not
lead to unacceptable living conditions of the dwellings.



Heritage/Archaeology
The County Archaeologist has highlighted that the site is of some
archaeological interest. A further investigation of the site should be
undertaken and this can be controlled by condition.



Landscape and Visual Effects
The development will not have a significant adverse visual impact on the
landscape and amenity and will be seen in line with the existing built
development. There will also be hedgerow and tree planting proposed as
part of the scheme. There will be a visual change for nearby dwellings
however the change is deemed acceptable and will not have a significant
impact on neighbouring residential amenity by virtue of overlooking or
loss of light.



Play Provision/Amenity Greenspace
The developer has provided amenity green space throughout the
development in line with the SPD.
A play area is to be provided on site, with a pedestrian link to the phase 1
development. The size is line with those stated on the SPD and the siting
is considered acceptable.
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Ecology/Biodiversity Enhancements
A suitable Ecological Appraisal has been provided for the proposal along
with soft landscaping plans.
The proposal will see existing trees retained and landscaping increased
throughout the site to encourage a wider variety of wildlife to use the site.

Following member discussions, Councillor A Semple proposed to defer the
application to allow for a site visit to view the impact of the wind turbine and its
relation of the houses, noise of the main highway.
Councillor A McGuckin seconded the motion.
A vote was taken: 4 voted in favour of deferment, 5 against and 1 abstention.
The motion in favour of deferment was lost.
Councillor J Lister proposed to approve the application as per officer’s
recommendations.
No seconder the motion was not carried.
Councillor N Cockburn proposed to refuse the application it is considered that
the proposal will fail to provide an acceptable level of amenity for residents of
the planned development because:
1) Under Local Plan Policy S32 (Safeguarding Amenity) – the proposal will
create an unacceptable quality of amenity for both internal and external
environments of the proposed homes, either by exposure of residents to
unacceptable levels of noise from nearby main road or from wind turbine, or by
‘flicker’ from the nearby wind turbine, or by restrictions of amenity by measures
taken to mitigate exposure to noise and ‘ shadow flicker’.
2) Local Plan Policy S19a(i & ii) (Renewable Energy and Low Carbon
Technologies) – seeks to protect local residents from unacceptably adverse
impacts from renewable energy and low carbon technologies (such as wind
turbines) – the applicant has failed to demonstrate that adequate protection
from impacts on amenity will be provided, without an unacceptable impact on
the amenity of new householders.
3) Under Local Plan Policy S24a (Green Infrastructure) – as a result of the
applicants design response to environmental factors, the development both fails
to “promote high quality, attractive places which allow everyone to enjoy direct
and regular contact with the natural environment.”
As such the proposal fails to provide an acceptable balance between the
Economic, Environmental and Community objectives of the Council and is
therefore not sustainable development as required by Section 2 of the National
Planning Policy Framework.
Councillor D Horsley seconded.
A vote was taken: 7 voted in favour of refusal, 2 against and 1 abstention.
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Decision
Refused
Lunch Break 13:00 - 13:45
456.

FUL/2021/0301 - Barn Neighbouring Holme Leigh and Kelsick Farm,
Kelsick - Barn Conversion
Representations
Carole Storey from the Parish Council spoke in support of the application.
Application
The Planning Manager, Graeme Law recommended to approve the application
subject to the conditions.
The Planning Manager outlined the application and detailed the main issues
within the report as follows:


Principle of Development
Policy S3 and S31 of the Local Plan (Part 1) supports the reuse of rural
buildings in the open countryside.
Officers are satisfied that the building is capable of conversion and the
principle of conversion can be supported.
The scale of the extension has been significantly reduced and is
considered to be proportionate to the existing building.



Demolition and Biodiversity
The scale of the small lean to element on the southern elevation offers
little character to the site or visual amenity to the area and no objections
are raised to its demolition.
The applicant has adequately addressed the proposal is acceptable in
terms of impact on protected species in line with Policy S35 subject to
mitigations measures which can be secured by condition.



Design
Officers consider the proposed alterations and extension to the building,
to be acceptable for its rural location and responds positively to the
character and history of the existing building in compliance to Policies
S3, S31 and DM15 of the Allerdale Local Plan.

Councillor T Annison proposed to approve the application as per officers
recommendations.
Councillor E Lynch seconded the motion.
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A vote was taken: the vote for approval was unanimous.
The motion in favour of approval was carried.
Decision
Approved
CONDITIONS
Time Limit:
1.

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the
expiration of three years from the date of this permission.

2.
Reason: In order to comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country
Planning Act 1990.
In Accordance:

3.
4.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out solely in
accordance with the following plans:
21-11-04 Location Plan
21-11-02 Rev B As Proposed Ground Floor Plan, Elevations & Section
A-A received 30.03.2022
21-11-03 Rev C As Proposed First Floor Plan, Elevations & Section BB received 30.03.2022
21-11-05 Rev C As Proposed Site (Block) Plan received 30.03.2022
Drainage Strategy dated March 2021
Planning Statement – Drainage and Structural
Survey for Bats, Barn Owls & Breeding Birds
Reason: In order to ensure that the development is carried out in complete
accordance with the approved plans and any material and non-material
alterations to the scheme are properly considered.

Pre development conditions:
3.

Prior to the carrying out of any construction works the existing
buildings affected by the proposed development shall be recorded in
accordance with a Level 2 Survey as described in Historic England’s
document ‘Understanding Historic Buildings A Guide to Good
Recording Practice, 2016’. Within two months of the commencement
of construction works a digital copy of the resultant Level 2 survey
report shall be furnished to the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure that a permanent record is made of the existing
buildings of architectural and historic interest prior to their alteration as part
of the proposed development, in compliance with Policy S27 of the
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.
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Post-commencement/Pre use commencing conditions:
4.

The access drive shall be surfaced in bituminous or cement bound
materials, or otherwise bound and shall be constructed and
completed before the development is brought into use. This
surfacing shall extend for a distance of at least 5 metres inside the
site, as measured from the carriageway edge of the adjacent
highway.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety for constructional and
operational traffic.

5.

The foul and surface water drainage scheme outlined in the
submitted Drainage Strategy shall be fully implemented prior to the
occupation of the dwelling house and maintained operational at all
times thereafter.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory means of drainage and minimise the risk
of flooding, in compliance with Policy S29 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part
1), Adopted July 2014.

Other:
6.

Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning
(General Permitted Development) Order 2015 (or any Order revoking
or re-enacting that Order with or without modification) no external
alterations or additions shall be made to any dwelling hereby
approved and no buildings, extensions, gates, fences or walls (other
than those expressly authorised by this permission) shall be carried
out within the curtilage of any dwelling without the prior written
approval of the Local Planning Authority upon an application
submitted to it.
Reason: To preserve the character and appearance of the original building
and its surroundings.

7. The works shall be implemented in accordance with the mitigation
strategy outlined in Section E and F of the submitted Survey for Bats,
Barn Owls and Breeding Birds and Detail 8 (Roof Space Roost for
Long Eared Bats) and Detail 4B (Ridge Tile Access Detail 4B).
Reason: To safeguard the habitat of bats in compliance with the National
Planning Policy Framework and Policy S35 of the Allerdale Local Plan
(part 1), Adopted July 2014.
457.

FUL/2020/0047 - Former RNAD site/Derwent Forest - Visiting Centre with
associated gatehouse, parking and infrastructure
Representations
The Agent, Dylan Jones spoke in support of the application.
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Application
The Senior Planning Officer, Steve Long recommended to approve the
application.
The Senior Planning Officer outlined the application and detailed the main
issues within the report as follows:


Principle of Development
While not meeting all policy criteria fully, the scheme as amended is
considered acceptable in accordance with the objectives of Policy S18 of
ALLP1. The proposal will deliver beneficial local tourism facilities to the
area with a local connection to the historic legacy of the wider site.



Tourism
Policy SA32 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 2) specifies the criteria for
tourist related development. There is a bespoke locational aspect to the
proposal which represents a material consideration.



Layout and Scale
The proposed design is modern in its details, but occupies an isolated
and remote location on the RNAD site.
The nearest property is approx. 280m distance from the site.



Highways
The layout and access details meet the requirements of the County
highway authority.



Contamination
Policy S30 endorses the remediation of existing contaminated
land/buildings. The sites are predominantly brownfield Further
assessment is required to the coal mining details (conditioned).



Drainage
The foul and surface water drainage details are acceptable in compliance
with Policy S29 of ALPP1.



Ecology
Policy S35 refers to ecology/ biodiversity. The application is supported by
detailed ecological surveys. Subject to mitigation being secured these
details are safeguarded.

Following member discussions, Councillor J Farebrother proposed to defer the
application until members receive a comprehensive presentation of the
masterplan and a site visit has been undertaken.
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Councillor A McGuckin seconded the motion.
A vote was taken: 9 voted in favour of the deferment and 1 against.
The motion in favour of deferral was carried.
Decision
Deferred
Break 15:20 - 15:30
458.

HOU/2022/0022 - 13 Carlton Road, Workington - Timber to UPVc Windows
Representations
A letter was read out on behalf of Ward Councillor Paul Scott in support of the
application.
Mr K Thompson representing the application spoke in support of the application.
Application
The Senior Planning Officer, Steve Long recommended to refuse the
application.
The Senior Planning Officer outlined the application and detailed the main
issues within the report as follows:


Heritage
The proposal relates to an Article 4 property within the Portland Square
Conservation Area. The scheme seeks to substitute existing traditional
timber sliding sash to the front elevation with modern UPVC alternatives.
Both the applicant’s property, the attached property and a proportion of
the street’s large Victorian terraced properties within the immediate
locality of the site have largely retained their existing traditional details
(including their fenestration) not inclusive of the two storey terrace to the
south end of Carlton Road that adjoins Elizabeth Street.
Officers consider the proposal would result in the detrimental loss of the
existing details, and by virtue of the design and materials of the proposed
replacement windows will neither preserve nor enhance the character
and appearance of the designated conservation area resulting in
significant harm to the façade facing Carlton Road.
There will be consequent harm to the significance of this designated
heritage asset which is not outweighed by any public benefits.
The proposal is therefore considered unacceptable being contrary to the
criteria of Policy S27 of the Allerdale local plan (Part 1)
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Following member discussions, Councillor A Daniels proposed to refuse the
application as per officer’s recommendations.
Councillor N Cockburn seconded the motion.
A vote was taken: 8 voted in favour of refusal and 2 against.
The motion in favour of refusal was carried.
Decision
Refused
459.

CAT/2022/20005 - Park End Road, Workington - Works to a tree in a
conservation area
Application
The Senior Planning Officer, Steve Long recommended to approve the
application.
The Senior Planning Officer outlined the application and detailed the main
issues within the report as follows:


Amenity Value
The proposed works will neither result in detriment to the health of the
trees nor the visual amenity they provide.

Councillor T Annison proposed to approve the application as per officer’s
recommendations.
Councillor J Lister seconded the motion.
A vote was taken: the vote for approval was unanimous
The motion in favour of approval was carried.
Decision
Approved
The meeting closed at 4.02 pm
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Agenda Item 5
Allerdale Borough Council
Planning Application FUL/2021/0067
Development Panel Report
Reference Number:
Valid Date
Location:
Applicant:
Proposal:

FUL/2021/0067
01/03/2021
Princess Hall, Princess Street, Workington CA14
2QG
Redacre Investments LLP
Demolition of existing two storey building and the
construction of a two storey mixed use building
accommodating 2 no. retail units at ground floor with
7 no. apartments at first floor, alongside 3 no. town
houses

RECOMMENDATION
That the decision to grant permission subject to conditions be delegated to the Chief
Officer – Place and Governance or the Planning Manager subject to the signing of a
section 106 to secure a sum of £6,000 to cover a traffic regulation order to undertake
highway road marking and parking alterations.
Should the legal agreement not be satisfactorily completed within 3 months, then it is
requested that the powers to refuse the proposal be delegated to the Chief Officer Place
& Governance, Monitoring Officer on the basis that those measures necessary to make
the development acceptable in policy terms have not been secured through the
necessary legal agreement.
1.

Summary

Issue

Conclusion

Principle of Development (Residential)

The principle of residential development
is acceptable. The site is located within
the settlement of Workington and is
previously developed land. The proposal
complies with Policies S3 and S5.

Principle of Development (Retail )

The sequential assessment shows that
there are no sequentially preferable sites
that are available, suitable and viable. The
proposal therefore accords with Policies
S16 and DM8 and the retail development
is acceptable in principle.
The layout of the development is in
keeping with the character of the area and
accords with Policy S4. The scheme has

Layout of Development
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been revised so there is now only 1 access
off Frazer Street and 3 town houses are
proposed to provide a compliant level of
residential car parking.
Highway Safety

The proposal will not be harmful to
highway safety.

2.

Introduction

2.1.

The application has been called in by Councillor Wilkinson.

3.

Proposal

The Plans for consideration are:WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7000 Rev P2 Site Location Plan received 11.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7002 Rev P2 Proposed Demolition Plan received
28.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7003 Rev P4 Proposed Block/ Site Plan received
11.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7004 Rev P4 Proposed Block/ Site Plan received
21.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7005 Rev P4 Proposed Ground Floor Plan (Mixed Use)
11.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7006 Rev P4 Proposed First Floor Plan (Mixed Use)
11.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7007 Rev P4 Proposed Ground Floor Plan
(Townhouses) received 21.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7008 Rev P4 Proposed First Floor Plan (Townhouses)
received 29.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7009 Rev P2 Proposed Elevations 01 received
11.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7010 Rev P2, Proposed Elevations 02 received
11.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7011 Rev P1 House Type A (2 bed) Proposed Floor
Plans 11.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7012 Rev P2 House Type A (2 bed) Proposed
Elevations 11.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7013 Rev P1 House Type B (3 bed)Proposed Floor
Plans
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7014 Rev P2 House Type B (3 bed) Proposed
Elevations
Land contamination assessment part 3
Email received 31.01.22 confirming restricting retail units to class E uses only.
Email received 11.03.22 confirming removed a 2-bed dwelling, removed a
proposed vehicular access position along Frazer Street, revised the car parking
layout.
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Transport Statement VN201753 Vectos March 2022
VN201753-D100 Rev B Site Access Review (Visibility Splays)
VN201753-D101 Rev B On-street Parking Arrangement on Frazer Street
VN201753-TR100 Rev B Swept Path Analysis - Servicing Layby
VN201753-TR101 Rev B Swept Path Analysis - Large Car
3.1. The proposal is for the demolition of the existing two-storey building and the
construction of a two-storey mixed use building accommodating 2 no. retail units
at ground floor. Unit 1 will provide 280m2 of retail floorspace and Unit 2 will provide
65m2 of retail floor space. Both retail units will be accessed off Princess Street
with 8 no. visitor cycle parking spaces provided near the main entrance to the
building. There will 4 no. cycle parking spaces provided for each retail unit located
in a secure location at the rear of each unit. There would be 7 no. apartments at
first floor, alongside 3 no. town houses located at the rear of the site.
3.2.

The seven apartments will comprise 4 no.1-bed apartments and 3 no. 2-bed
apartments. The three terraced town houses will comprise 1 no. two bedroom
house and 2 no. three bedroom houses.

4.

Site

4.1.

The site comprises an area of land approximately 0.226 ha situated between
Princess Street, Albert Street and Frazer Street forming part of the St Michaels
Ward of Workington.

4.2.

The site comprises a vacant building which fronts onto Princess Street and was
formerly a dance hall. The building is rendered with a pitched slate roof, at the rear
there is a single storey flat roofed extension. The floor area of the building is circa
876 m2.

4.3.

To the north of the site and on the opposite side of Princess Street is Vulcan Park,
to the east is a row of terraced dwellings fronting onto Albert Street with a rear
access road serving these properties and is adjacent to the eastern boundary of
the site. To the west are residential properties fronting onto Princess Street and to
the south of the site is Frazer Street with properties facing towards the site situated
on the southern side of the road. The character of the area is predominantly
terraced residential properties.

5.

Relevant Planning History
5.1. Planning permission (reference 2/2008/0819) Part change of use of large storage
area to retail area, selling unwanted new and second-hand goods for and on
behalf of the general public was granted in February 2008 for a part change of
use of large storage area to retail area for sale of unwanted and new and second
-hand goods for and on behalf of the general public. This permission was subject
to a condition that stated that the ancillary retail use hereby approved shall be
restricted to the allocated floor space shown on the approved plan and be
exclusively for the sale of second-hand household goods, excluding clothing,
footwear and food. The approved plan identified the proposed retail floor space of
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252 square metres, being 36% of the total building. The remainder of the
floorspace was retained as storage space.
5.2.

Planning permission (reference 2/1999/0965) granted for a change of use from car
sales showroom to storage facility and ancillary repairs.

6.

Representations

6.1.

Town Council object on the following grounds
1. Insufficient time was given in order to fully consider this application.
2. There are two retail units offered with this application yet there are empty retail
units in the town centre which is less than a five-minute walk from the given
development site.
3. There is insufficient loading areas identified if the retail units where to be granted
which would, in turn, encroach on neighbouring parking spaces.
4. WTC Councillors have received a number of objections from constituents in the
properties neighbouring the proposed application site.

6.2.

Cumbria County Highways
Highways response 13.04.22 - amended details Drawing Number WPS-KMA-XXXX-DR-A-7003 Rev P4, the LHA have reviewed the plans and transport statement
and raise no objections.
Traffic Regulation Order (TRO)
Our previous response mentioned that TROs would be required for the installation
of two accesses on Frazer Street and for one on Princess Street at the expense of
the applicant. This has since been amended to one access for residential use on
Frazer Street and one on Princess Street.
TRO will be £6,000.00. This figure has been confirmed by our Traffic Management
Team along with the following guidance:
Frazer Street TRO – We would advise that double yellow lines would be required
around the entrance to the site; white H markings are advisory only and using
these increases the risk of vehicles parking without risk of penalty. We would be
looking to retain 3-5 parking on-street spaces if possible, dependent on space and
visibility when exiting the proposed access.
Princess Street TRO – TRO would essentially be to reduce the extents of the DYL
and insert a loading bay restriction for the missing section.
Transport Statement
Our records suggest that there were two accidents on Princess Street; one
involving two vehicles at the junction of Vulcans Lane and the other involving a
vehicle and a pedestrian approximately 30m from the proposed site. We therefore
must emphasis the importance of pedestrian visibility at each proposed accesses
and that the public footways are altered and constructed in accordance with CCC
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design standards, the applicant is to enter into a suitable legal agreement allowing
the works to the publicly maintained footway.
The transport statement shows results from TRICS surveys carried out on the
proposals comparing them with the existing use of Princess Hall. The existing retail
building’s peak times would see 56 trips in a morning and 79 on an evening. The
proposed two retail units peak time trips are estimated at 38 in a morning and 53
in an evening which is a reduction.
The anticipated trips for the residential apartments and houses are 4 in a morning
and 5 on an evening when looking at their peaks.
There is sufficient public transport in the local area and the proposal is located
centrally within Workington meaning the town centre is within walking distance.
Visibility Splays and Footway Construction
It has been confirmed that the LHA will accept 43m visibility splays in line with
Manual for Streets guidance. These splays shall be submitted by the agent and
should incorporate 2.4 by 2.4 by 2.4 metre pedestrian visibility splays. This will be
conditioned.
The creation of the accesses onto Frazer Street and onto Princess Street will result
in changes being made to the existing footways including the installation of
dropped kerbs. This is considered to be works within the highway and will require
a suitable legal agreement to be in place before any works commence. The
applicant would be responsible for the expense.
Parking
The proposal for 2 retail units taking access from Princess Street; 1 x one bedroom
and 6x two bedroom apartments and 3x two bedroom town houses all accessing
the site from the now proposed singular access on Fraser Street.
The proposed parking for the residential units comprises of 21 spaces accessed
from Frazer Street. There is sufficient space within the site for manoeuvres and
the single proposed access appears to measure just below 6m in width. The
applicants have also provided sufficient bicycle storage within the site boundary
and not on the highway thus encouraging sustainable transport. These measures
are acceptable to the LHA. The Transport Statement also notes there is regular
public transport within the area and that many amenities are within walking
distance.
It is noted that one of the originally proposed accesses on Frazer Street has been
removed resulting in existing on-street parking reduction being minimised but I
would still like to note that it is detrimental that on-street parking on Frazer Street
should be retained as much as possible. The LHA raise no objections to the
proposed layout shown on Drawing number WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7003 RevP4.
Lead Local Flood Authority response:
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The LLFA prefers the use of infiltration for all new developments however we
appreciate that this is not always possible. Please could the applicant submit
results of BRE365 testing as evidence that infiltration is not suitable for this site.
The principle of the drainage is acceptable to this authority. We would recommend
conditions are applied to any notice of approval that may be issued.

6.3.

United Utilities
No objections subject to conditions.

6.4.

Housing
The findings from the 2016 housing study show that the need for affordable
housing in Camerton, Great Clifton, Seaton, Winscales and Workington is mostly
for four bed family properties. However, there is a substantial requirement to meet
the needs of an ageing population through the provision of older person
accommodation.
In the event of a registered and/or non-registered housing provider delivering
affordable housing in Allerdale there would be an expectation that the Council
would influence how social rented housing would be allocated through nomination
agreements or its allocation policy which is currently Cumbria Choice.
Where discounted sale properties are delivered there would be an expectation that
the developer would work with the Council in line with its Discounted Sale policy.

6.5.

Cumbria Fire Service
No objections but it is recommended that the applicant should give consideration
to the inclusion of a sprinkler system within the design of the premises.

6.6.

Natural England
No objections.
Environmental Health

6.7.

The site lies in an area known for being affected by ground gasses from old
mines workings and naturally occurring sources. The modern method of building
houses is more like creating a hermetically sealed set of rooms which makes the
occupants more likely to be affected by any gas contamination affecting the
properties. Therefore, an assessment of the potential risk is required, and
investigation maybe required post partial demolition. I have considered he
environmental issues associated with this development and I would like to
recommend conditions are applied if the planning department choses to grant
permission re: Construction noise hours of work; Construction Noise - hours for
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deliveries; Full Contaminated Land Condition (Post Demolition); Verification;
Topsoil
6.8.

The application has been advertised by site notice and neighbour letters.

6.9.

58 Objections (some multiple) and a petition of 16 signatures objecting on the
following grounds:
o Highway safety by customers and staff comings and going near a busy road
junction. The junction at Princess Street has poor visibility and has resulted in a
number of accidents. The proposal is contrary to Paragraph 110 of the Planning
Framework and Policies S2 & S32 of the Local Plan.
o Access should be purely onto Princess Street which is a quieter road and less
parked up.
o The proposal would have an adverse impact on the residential amenity of the
area arising from noise disturbance contrary to Paragraph 127 of the Framework
and Polices S2 &S32 of the Local Plan.
o There are enough shops within 200-300 metres of the site and the town centre is
close by, the proposal is contrary to Policy S26 of the Local Plan.
o The proposal does not protect existing community facilities.
o The level of affordable housing is not site specific.
o There is limited on street parking particularly after 5.30pm and the shops would
increase the parking needs of the area.
o Already a convenience store on the corner of Vulcans Lane/Princess Street.
o Object to social housing.
o Limited consultation.
o Contrary to Manual for Streets. Design to keep residential speed at 20mph on
residential streets.
o Need to safeguard amenity.
o The development should provide a safe environment which maximises personal
safety and minimises opportunities for crime and anti-social behaviour.
o Concern about junction at Princess Street/ Vulcans Lane as poor visibility would
prevent access of emergency vehicles and parking and attending accidents.
o Comparisons to FUL/2019/0256 Takeaway proposal that was refused on
Vulcans Lane.
o There are no houses/ buildings directly opposite Princess Hall and never likely to
be because of Vulcans Park therefore there will be ample room for all vehicles to
enter and exit via Princess Street rather than causing problems for the residents
on Frazer Street. It seems an ideal solution for all vehicles coming and going
into the planned site. Looking at the amended plans it would seem that a more
practical solution and less chance of accidents for all traffic to enter and exit via
Princess Street where vehicles parking opposite princess Hall currently do not
seem to be an issue.
o We also wish to ask if there has been a survey on asbestos in the building as we
have not seen any mention of this in any of the reports. It will be too late once
the building starts to be demolished and I’m sure Allerdale Council are fully
aware of the dangers this can cause to anyone near once it is broken up.
o Local residents being ignored.
o Fail to see how any of the changes will not have a knock on effect with the
residents who live directly opposite the entrances/exits for the new builds. Any
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delivery vehicles or those belonging to any new residents will certainly come
very close to our cars when they are pulling in or out of the "splays".
Although Vectos have completed a comprehensive report it would appear they
have only carried out a traffic survey on Frazer Street and Princess Street on 2
occasions i.e. Item 2.19 and 2.20 Table 2.2. - Friday evening and Saturday
midday therefore they report that there is spare parking capacity on both streets.
A report over several days should have been completed to cover residents work
commitments, school runs, shopping etc. Obviously there are times during the
day/evenings when vehicles are nose to tail with no parking vacancy. We
ourselves have had to park on Cumberland Street on several occasions,
carrying our shopping through the adjoining lane at the back of our property
because there was no room on Frazer Street. Other residents, I'm sure have had
similar experiences.
There are often times when 2 vans or cars are parked at the top of Frazer Street
adjoining Albert Street which make it extremely difficult to drive into Frazer
Street without reversing and squeezing the car between these vehicles without
damaging them or us.
Item 4.16 - states parking in visibility splays in built-up areas is quite common
and does not create considerable problems in practice. This implies that there
could very well be problems and if so who is then held responsible once these
plans are implemented. Obviously not those who would make the decision for
the plans to be granted.
Item 4.19 - states there are no accidents on Princess St or Frazer Street in the
vicinity of the proposed site access junctions etc. This does not mean however
that cars don't speed along them. Something which the current residents have
all had experience of.
Regarding the proposed 2 retail units - several residents on both Frazer Street
and Princess Street have raised issues around these and are in agreement that
these are not needed or wanted in this development especially when there are
several empty buildings 7 minutes walk away in the town centre which would
benefit from being renovated, giving all shoppers access to them. We feel these
proposed retail units would not enhance the area but take away from it.
Object against this on safety issues the road is used as a rat run during busy
times in the town centre, we have a primary school locally which children walk to
school via the Vulcans Park route Monday to Friday, building these flats will
bring more heavy traffic to the street including delivery vans for the retail shops
planned.
Why do we need more shops in the area? We have too many which a short
walk.
Frazer street residents are struggling to car parks after 5pm opening up their
street for egress for delivery vans and cars will cause an accident or damage to
vehicles plus parking issues.
None of the issues regarding the entrance and exit have been addressed, as
previously stated Frazer Street is already busy, with added traffic this would be
an accident waiting to happen. Also, there is no use for retail units here, they
should be in the town centre which is full of empty shops. Also concerned about
the extra traffic & noise these retail units would attract, especially with also
having potentially increased traffic from the houses & flats.
Only changes to the proposed new plans (20/01/2022) are 2 additional parking
places and the access and egress points that have moved slightly, therefore the
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Princess Street residents have various safety concerns regarding increased
volumes of road traffic that this development will attract. Princess Street is a
residential area that already has high volumes of traffic for access to the hospital
and park and unfortunately is used as a short cut to bypass the town centre. In
addition, any events that occur in the park result in Princess Street reaching full
parking capacity and road users having to utilise the accompanying side streets
for overspill parking, reducing visibility, road width and increasing the possibility
of an accident. We have on numerous occasions witnessed vehicles exceeding
the 30mph speed limit and large commercial and there are also public transport
vehicles using this road.
This development will attract increased through traffic and parked vehicles i.e.
shop users, large service vehicles, new residents and visitors. The development
site is immediately opposite Vulcans Park which receives a lot of visitors,
including young children crossing the road to get to and from the park. To
safeguard road users and pedestrians are other measures being considered;
traffic calming measures (speed bumps) and crossing point for pedestrians?
Residents on Princess Street are all in favour of the existing Princess Hall site
being redeveloped, however the proposed plan for 7 flats and 2 shops isn’t in
keeping with the current properties on the street, therefore the plan was
opposed by all. The consensus by residents was that residential houses situated
on the site would be the preferred option and would mitigate all the concerns
and safety issues, whilst retaining the appeal to live on the family orientated
street.
There are many concerns regarding the shops attracting youths and increased
anti-social behaviour as witnessed previously at Moorclose Shops. There is
already an increase in crime in Vulcans Park with Police being regularly called
out to deal with matters and this will add to the situation. Residents believe the
area is already well serviced by shops and there is no need for an additional
two.
Princess Street is only a 5 minute walk from Workington town centre and is well
serviced by local convenience shops with Workington Mini Market (previously
known as By Wise) being 50yds away on the corner of Princess Street/Vulcans
Lane, P&D Newsagents (approx. 400yds away), Grisdale General Store
(approx. 0.1mile) and SPAR Harrington Road (approx. 0.2mile). Same applies
for takeaways & hairdressers.
The operating model (times) for these shops is not clear to residents and
therefore various concerns have been raised and the factors that coincide (antisocial behaviour and littering). In addition, road noise will increase with early/late
deliveries, general shop usage and youths shouting and carrying on at
unsociable hours.
Residents believe the shops will end up vacant, run down and vandalised and
the ground floor of the building will end up being utilised as additional 7 flats,
taking the total to 14 flats. Some believe this is the original intent for the site and
the shops are a smoke screen.
Residents of Frazer Street have raised concerns about access and egress,
parking due to the new housing development on their street. Frazer Street
residents have suggested using Princess Street as an alternative option for
access and egress due to Princess Street apparently being a quieter road, this is
false, Princess Street has double the volume of use. Princess Street residents
oppose this idea as it would compound all the safety concerns raised above.
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Possibly change the plans so that the houses are on Princess Street and the
shops and flats are on Frazer Street with only one access/egress point.
Concern over child safety from increased road traffic and possible undesirables
who may live in the flats? Also, these flats are accessed through a gap in the
wall - is this safe - sufficient lighting etc.
Are the houses to be bought / owned or rented out? My house will back onto the
carpark for the row of 4 houses, closest to me is a disabled bay and 2 x electric
charging points, will they make a noise? Attract anti-social behaviour/ vandals?
The shops are listed as 'retail' but changes in legislation Sept 2020 means you
can change to other uses without planning permission. The application uses
outdated terminology and I am wary that the units could be rented out as cafes
or restaurants then used only as a takeaway. Adding to the volume of traffic next
to the park and houses. Takeaways install extraction units and fans and these
can be loud and smelly. I am asking for a condition on any approval to remove
the part that allows a sit-in-cafe or restaurant or a takeaway cafe, like a
sandwich shop. Opening hours are not stated on the application and I would ask
for a condition to be attached limiting opening hours.
Lighting scheme to be shown.
The Noise Impact Statement does not consider any plant within the external
plant area to the rear of 'Retail unit 1'. So I am asking for an informative to be
attached stating that no mechanical plant within the area forms the subject of
this application and has not been approved.
Refuse and storage (residential and commercial) - why is it at the rear of Albert
St? Would refuse lorries have to back down into the residential car park to
collect the communal rubbish? Disruption in the early hours? Transport says
these will be moved to the kerbside on collection days? By who?
Overall, given the number of empty shops in our town centre there is no need for
new retail units to be built here. Rejuvenate what is already there in a rapidly
decaying town- centre. Put flats above town-centre businesses and keep a
residential area just that. It would be more fitting to have houses similar to those
already on Princess Street.
Having looked at the plans I do not see a need for more retail premises as there
are various businesses already supplying the local community. I would support
the demolition of the Princess Hall and have it replaced with similar housing to
the ones alongside. My other concern is the increase in traffic and the safety of
children and elderly residents visiting Vulcan Park which is very popular.
I am concerned there will be elderly residents who will not have the opportunity
to voice their concerns as they won’t be aware of the consultation as it seems to
be very minimalistic to say the least.
Not in keeping with the rest of the properties on Princess St which was a
stipulation when 4x houses were built on Park View, Princess St. In 1951 land
was bought by Cumberland County Council and the seller placed a covenant
that no property on that land can be used for business purposes. The land on
which the covenant has been placed covers a vast area, incorporating that
which Princess Hall resides on, therefore this cannot be breached.
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7.

Environmental Impact Assessment

7.1.

The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations 2017.

7.2.

The development does not within Schedule 1 nor 2 and, as such, is not EIA
development.

8.

Development Plan Policies

8.1.

Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1)
Policy S1 Presumption in Favour of Development
Policy S2 Sustainable Development
Policy S3 Spatial Strategy and Growth
Policy S4 Design Principles
Policy S5 Development Principles
Policy S8 Affordable Housing
Policy S10 Elderly Needs Housing
Policy S16 Town Centre and Retail
Policy S22 Transport principles
Policy S29 Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage
Policy S32 Safeguarding Amenity
Policy S35 Protecting and Enhancing Biodiversity and Geodiversity
Policy DM8 Protecting Town Centre Vitality and Viability
Policy DM14 Standards of Good Design
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 2)
Policy SA3 Affordable Housing

9.

Other material considerations

9.1.

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2021)

9.2.

Allerdale Borough Council Strategy 2020-2030:

10.

Assessment:

Principle of Development (Residential)
10.1

The site is not specifically allocated, however it is located within the development
boundary of Workington as defined in the proposals map that forms part of Part 2
of the Local Plan. Policy S3 states that new development will be located in
accordance with the spatial strategy and will be concentrated within the towns and
villages identified in the settlement hierarchy. Workington is the principal centre for
the district. The provision of seven apartments and three dwellings (10 residential
units in total) is therefore acceptable in principle and accords with Policy S3.
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10.2. Policy S5 refers to development principles. The policy states that new development
will be concentrated within the physical limits of Principal, Key and Local Service
Centres, Limited Growth Villages and appropriate development adjacent to Infill /
Rounding Off Villages as identified within the settlement hierarchy. As previously
mentioned Workington is a principal settlement.
10.3

The policy continues to state that the scale of the development proposed will be
expected to be commensurate to the size of the settlement and reflect its position
within the hierarchy. Where available and if appropriate the Council will encourage
and prioritise the effective reuse of previously used land and buildings or vacant
and underused land.

10.4 The proposal is for 10 residential units in total and is commensurate to the size of
the settlement. Furthermore, the proposal will make effective use of previously
used land which is currently vacant.
10.5

The policy S5 identifies a number of criteria which are as follows:
a) The development is of a scale and design which will not detract from the
character of the settlement. The provision of 10 residential units is not considered
to be harmful to the character of the area. This is discussed in more detail in the
layout section of the report.
b) The development includes acceptable arrangements for car parking and
access. The proposal would not be harmful to highway safety and is discussed in
more detail in the highway section of the report.
c) The capacity of local infrastructure and/or environmental assets would not be
exceeded by the proposed development. This issue has not been raised in the
consultation process of the application.
d) The site of the proposed development is not considered to have significant
amenity value. The existing building is not an historic asset and it is not considered
to have any significant architectural quality.
e) The site is not considered to make a significant contribution to the character of
the settlement in its undeveloped state. The site is in an undeveloped state,
however in its current state does not make any significant contribution to the
character of the area.
f) The development will not incur any significant harmful effects on environmental
or heritage assets, habitats or wildlife, which cannot be successfully mitigated.
The applicant submitted a bat report. It was observed that the level of bat activity
on this site was unexpectedly low, given the context of the site with the nearby
park, and the building providing ‘moderate’ bat roosting potential for bats. The
building was recognised as having moderate potential for bat roosting, however,
no evidence for roosting bats was found at this location. As the building is proposed
to be demolished, any potential for bat habitat would be lost. By erecting bat boxes
within the new buildings proposed at this site, bats can be encouraged to roost at
the site. This can be secured by condition.
Overall, the proposal is considered to comply with Policy S5.
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Affordable Housing
10.6. Policy SA3 ALPP2 requires that all housing development of more than 10 dwellings
or where the dwellings would have a combined gross floor space of more than
1,000 square metres will be required to make provision for affordable housing.
Policy S8 ALPP1 requires that within the Principal and Key Service Centres
housing development of 10 dwellings (or 0.3 ha) or more will be required to make
provision for 20% affordable housing. Furthermore Para 64 NPPF 2021 states that
‘to support the re-use of brownfield land, where vacant buildings are being reused
or redeveloped, any affordable housing contribution due should be reduced by a
proportionate amount.’ As such this negates the affordable housing requirements
in the NPPF 2021 for 10% discounted sale and the Policy S8 and the Policy SA3
triggers for affordables.
10.7. In any event, the proposal as amended is for the 7 apartments (three x 2 bedroom
and four x 1 bedroom) and 3 dwellings all for social rent. In discussions with the
Council Housing officer the applicant has agreed that the proposed seven
apartments above the retail units are to be affordable rent and the occupancy
restricted to 55+.This provision will meet the substantial requirement to meet the
needs of an ageing population through the provision of older person
accommodation. The 7 apartments for rent for the 55+ years complies with
paragraph 65 criteria b) of the NPPF 2021 and provides specialist accommodation
for a group of people with specific needs (such as purpose-built accommodation
for the elderly or students).
Principle of Development (Retail)
10.8. Policy S16 refers to town centre and retail development. The policy states that
applications for main town centre uses outside of these defined centres will be
refused where the applicant has not demonstrated compliance with the sequential
approach to site selection, or where there is clear evidence that the proposal would
have a significant adverse impact on the vitality and viability of a nearby centre.
10.9 Policy DM8 refers to protecting town centre vitality and viability. In particular it states
that an impact assessment may be required for certain proposals outside of a
defined town centre to assess the full extent of potential adverse impacts upon the
existing town centre. For Workington the threshold is 500 square metres. The
proposal at ground floor level of the mixed-use building is 2 no. retail units which
will have a floor area of 280m2 (including a back of house area) and 65m2,
providing a total gross retail area of 345m2. Given the proposed retail development
is under the threshold for Workington then an impact assessment is not required
in this case.
10.10 Turning to the sequential test, the policy states that applications for these uses, or
extensions of existing uses (extensions over 200sqm) outside of the defined
centres will be refused where the applicant has not demonstrated compliance with
the sequential approach to site selection as set out in national policy.
10.11 In this case a sequential assessment has been submitted with the application. The
applicant has stated of the two retail units, the larger unit will comprise a small
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convenience store which is intended to cater for the top up needs of customers. It
will sell such items as milk, bread and other household products to supplement the
needs of a weekly shop. The second smaller unit will provide a smaller
complementary facility.
10.12 The applicant has further stated it is relevant to note that the existing site is already
commercial in nature being the site of an existing retail unit and they consider that
the proposed use is not a typical town centre use. However as explained above
the lawful use is a B8 use with an ancillary retail use and although the actual
proposal includes a convenience store. For the purposes of assessing the
sequential assessment the proposal is for two new retail units.
10.13 The applicants in defining the area to assess have used a 10 minute walking time
which represents a distance of about 800 metres from the site. This area includes
part of Workington Town Centre area and the assessment identified seven sites
within the catchment area and two allocated sites. The scope of the assessment
area is considered acceptable and provides a reasonable walk time from the
application site.
10.14 The assessment considered whether there were any more sequentially preferable
sites having regard to their availability, suitability and viability for the proposed use.
In particular, note was taken of the guidance in Paragraph 88 of the NPPF that in
considering sequentially preferable sites applicants should demonstrate flexibility
in terms of scale and format.
10.15 The applicant set out that relevant to this assessment, the nature of the proposed
facility was considered being small local convenience retail units, typical of a
residential neighbourhood and the site selection criteria was a retail unit of circa
280 m2 and a complementary unit of circa 65 m2, a minimum population of 3000,
a neighbourhood location with servicing and car parking.
10.16 Seven units were assessed and it was considered that one was already occupied
and was therefore not available. The remaining six units were to let, however four
were too small to accommodate even one of the units as they ranged from 59 -142
square metres and two of these has restricted access. One unit was not large
enough to accommodate both units and also had restricted access and the
remaining unit was too large at 525 square metres (over double the required size)
and had poor servicing and no on site car parking.
10.17 The applicant also considered the two allocated sites. Firstly Policy SA47 – Central
Station Car Park. This site which is located within the main retail area is 0.89 ha in
extent. Given its extensive size it was not considered suitable for the proposed use.
10.18 Secondly, Policy SA48 – Royal British Legion. This site which has an area of 0.2
ha is occupied by the British Legion and was therefore not available. The site forms
an allocation within the Allerdale Local Plan under Policy SA48 with supporting
policy text in Policy SA46 which states that: “The allocated sites in Policies SA47
and SA48 will be safeguarded for main town centre uses and other uses that will
support and enhance the vitality and viability of the town centre throughout the
plan period. Retail-led schemes will be particularly encouraged.” In relation to its
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availability, although the Royal British Legion site is allocated within the Local Plan
and from this it is assumed that it is available to be redeveloped during the plan
period. At present the property is in operational use by the Royal British Legion
with future events planned. There is currently no planning application for the site
nor is there evidence of any active marketing. Furthermore, it is concluded that the
Royal British Legion site is not suitable for the proposed use. In this regard, the
sequential approach to assessing whether there are suitable options for a
proposed development should start with the role of the proposal and the catchment
it is intended to serve. In the case of the application proposal this is for a local
convenience store to serve a neighbourhood catchment area. As referenced
above, National Planning Practice Guidance comments on the need for any
sequential assessment to be undertaken “with particular regard to the nature of
the need to be addressed.” Also, the applicant advises there is limited opportunity
for flexibility in store format and scale, as the neighbourhood store format directly
relates to the rationale behind its location as a convenience facility to serve its
surrounding catchment, not as a town centre store. A site in a town centre, where
main town centre uses tend to serve a much larger catchment area and meet the
need and range of consumer requirements, is the opposite of what this type of
neighbourhood convenience store is seeking to offer. In addition, the location of
the site at the junction of Jane Street and Washington Street (A596) and partially
to the rear of properties fronting Jane Street would not suit the business model of
the proposed use. In this regard it is noted that the development considerations for
the site as contained within the Local Plan states that the site will be served by
existing public car parking within the town centre. This is at odds with the nature
of the convenience aspect of the proposal which requires accessible on-site
parking. Due to access constraints, it would also be difficult to readily service the
property. The development constraints presented by the site in being within the
setting of the Grade II* listed St John’s Church and the Portland Square
Conservation area together with protected trees abutting the site will also need to
be given careful consideration and would impact on the delivery of the proposed
scheme, even taking into account the need for a flexible approach. The properties
fronting Jane Street would also shield views of the convenience store, which the
applicant advises does not fit with the business model of having a store profile.
The aspiration of Policy SA46 in achieving a retail led scheme would further not
be achieved by the mixed-use proposal the subject of this planning application.
10.19 Overall it is considered the sequential assessment has been robust and it has been
concluded that having sought to identify available land or premises within the
defined centres as set out above and edge of centre locations it considered that
there are no sequentially preferable sites that are available, suitable and viable.
The proposal therefore accords with Policies S16 and DM8 and the proposal of
the retail element of the development is acceptable in principle.
Layout of Development
10.20 The proposed comprises two elements, the mixed-use building fronting onto
Princess Street and the 3 number terraced town houses adjacent to Frazer Street.
(The town houses comprise of 1 two bedroom property and 2 three bedroom
properties). Policy S4 refers to proposals for all new development and will be
required to demonstrate high standards of design and must amongst other things
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be visually attractive, of appropriate scale and appearance, respond positively to
the character, of its location and integrate well with existing development and
ensure suitable standards of access and amenity are achieved and maintained in
relation to the development itself and the local area. Furthermore, the proposal
should optimise the potential of the site by ensuring appropriate density and mass
of development.
10.21 The amended layout now proposed 1 access off Frazer Street that serves the
parking areas of the town houses and the flats. The site layout demonstrates an
open frontage to the mixed-use building, with an in-curtilage retail car parking area
fronting Princess Street. The form of the mixed-use building has been designed in
a traditional manner, incorporating ‘book-end’ gables and a hipped pitched roof.
Overall, the building is considered to integrate comfortably within its locality and
would not be harmful to the character and appearance of the street scene.
10.22 With regard to the proposed three town houses located adjacent to Frazer Street,
each town house will benefit from having a secure private rear garden and a
smaller defensible space fronting the car parking area. The town houses have
been designed in a contemporary manner with traditional proportions and pitched
roof. They have been arranged on site in such a manner so as to maximise the
development potential of the site, to permit the inclusion of appropriately sized rear
gardens and also to ensure an efficient and safe separation of vehicular
movements between the town houses and the supported living accommodation
within the mixed-use building.
10.23 The applicant has stated a linear scheme fronting onto Frazer Street would not
provide an appropriate development density and the ability to separate the car
parking and servicing of the three elements across the site – the retail, supported
living apartments and the dwelling houses. A linear scheme would have resulted
in a significant reduction in residential accommodation due to minimum
overlooking distances from the existing dwellings along Frazier Street and the
proposed apartments, and would have significantly impaired their ability to
effectively and safely separate the parking/servicing across the ‘rear’ of the site.
On that basis the orientation of the dwellings in relation to Frazer Street is
considered acceptable.
10.24 The proposed dwellings would not overlook the residential properties on Frazer
Street. The separation distance between the town houses and the properties on
Albert Street is considered sufficient and the mixed-use building has a sufficient
degree of separation between the dwellings on Albert Street and the neighbouring
property on Princess Street.
10.25 There will be a servicing layby provided on Princess Street for the retail units which
will be 2.5m wide by 16.5m long. As shown in DWG VN201753-TR100 Rev B
servicing vehicles will be able to pull into and out of the layby in a forward gear.
The existing footway along Princess Street will be diverted behind the servicing
layby with the existing 2-metre width retained. A servicing area for Unit 1 will be
located to the rear of the unit with a footway linking the servicing layby to the
servicing area. A servicing area for Unit 2 will be located on the eastern side of the
building with a footway linking the servicing layby to the servicing area. Deliveries
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will be managed to ensure they occur outside the busiest periods of the day.
Secure refuse and recycling storerooms will be provided within the servicing areas
for both retail units. Refuse collections can occur from the servicing layby and will
be managed by the operators of the retail units. Deliveries to the residential units
are likely to be completed using small parcel or sprinter vans which will be
accommodated on-street as per the existing arrangements for the adjacent
residential properties. Refuse collections will also occur on-street with refuse
vehicles not required to enter the site. A bin store will be provided within the
communal courtyard for the apartments. Bins for the terraced houses will be stored
within the curtilage of these dwellings. Bins will be moved to the kerbside on
collection days. Overall, the proposed layout is considered to comply with Policy
S4.
Highway Issues
10.26 The applicant has submitted an amended transport statement with the application
which concludes.
o The site is in a sustainable location and there is ample opportunity for residents,
staff, and visitors to engage in active travel practices;
o There are several bus stops located near the site which provide good connections
to the surrounding residential area;
o The level of car parking provided has considered CCC’s parking standards and
reflects the agreements reached with Officers at ABC and CCC with the number
of spaces proposed increased as result of these discussions;
o A review of the parking accumulation for the site indicates that the parking demand
for the retail units can be wholly contained within the car park provided as part of
the development proposals;
o As off-street parking is provided for the residential dwellings the development will
not need to rely on the availability of on-street parking to meet the parking demand
of residents;
o Parking beat surveys have been conducted for the streets surrounding the site
including Princess Street and Frazer Street. These surveys indicate that with the
removal of 2 parking spaces on Frazer Street there would be sufficient spare
capacity to accommodate any increase in demand for on-street parking within the
local area;
o The development would have a negligible impact on the local highway network
with the majority of retail trips being pass-by or diverted trips and will not be entirely
new trips on the local road network. The residential dwellings are likely to generate
4 two-way vehicle trips during the typical morning peak period and 5 two-way trips
during the typical evening peak period;
o When considering the net trip impact of the development proposals there would be
a net reduction of 18 two-way trips during the morning peak period and 26 twoway trips during the evening peak period;
o There are two access junctions proposed for the site. All accesses have been
designed in accordance with current guidance and provide the required visibility
splays;
o The accident review indicates that there are no known blackspots on the local
highway network with the existing site access operating in a safe manner; and,
o Servicing and deliveries can occur in a safe manner with a servicing layby provided
on Princess Street for the retail units.
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10.27 Officers note that the previous retail approval 2/208/0819 was for a restricted retail
area of 252sqm. This scheme has a proposed retail area of unit 1 (280sqm) and
unit 2 (65sqm) = 345sqm. Officers therefore conclude that the existing approval
has a trip rate of 27am and 38 pm. This would suggest that there would be a trip
uplift of 11 trips am and 15 trips pm in terms of the retail element. However, given
the previous use was for the retail of and storage of public household items for
sale, there would also be likely additional trips generated for drop off of goods for
storage pre-sale. Additional comments are awaited from Cumbria Highways
regarding this matter and Members will be updated at Development Panel,
however at this stage the trip uplift is not considered to be so significant to warrant
refusal.
10.28 The applicant indicates that there have been no recorded accidents along the site
frontage on Princess Street or Frazer Street in the preceding 5-year period. There
have been no recorded incidents along Frazer Street or Albert Street in the
preceding 5-year period. There have been four recorded incidents along Princess
Street in the preceding 5-year period with all incidents being recorded as slight.
They state that based on this review there are no highway black spots or accident
clusters on the local highway network which would impact on the safety of the
proposed development. Cumbria Highways comment that there were two
accidents on Princess Street; one involving two vehicles at the junction of Vulcans
Lane and the other involving a vehicle and a pedestrian approximately 30m from
the proposed site. Cumbria Highways emphasise the importance of pedestrian
visibility at each proposed accesses and that the public footways are altered and
constructed in accordance with Cumbria County Council design standards, the
applicant is to enter into a suitable legal agreement allowing the works to the
publicly maintained footway. The Transport assessment provided drawings of
visibility splays on Frazer Street and Princess Street, and visibility splays can be
secured by planning condition.
10.29 The Parking Standards for retail and residential developments are outlined within
the CCC Development Design Guide Appendix 1. This guidance suggests the
following parking standards individual shops/parade; Cars = 1 space per 30m2 &
Disabled Parking = 1 space or 5% of total requirement. The retail car park is
accessed directly from Princess Street and comprises a total of 14no. car parking
bays, including for 2 no. accessible bays and 2no. electric vehicle charging points
10.30 The proposed site plan identifies 2 different car parking areas which provide
separation between the residential and retail elements of the scheme. CCC
parking standards require for dwelling houses 1 bedroom = 1.5 spaces per unit; 2
bedroom = 2 spaces per unit; 3 and 4 bedroom = 2.5 spaces per unit; 1 visitor
space per 5 units; and1 disabled space for every 10 grouped spaces. A total of 21
no. car parking bays have been provided within the proposals for use by residents
and visitors of the affordable apartments and the town houses.
10.31 The residential car parking scheme also accommodates for 1no. accessible bay
and 2no. electric vehicle charging points. This car park is accessed via a new
access/egress position along Frazer Street. The residential car parking
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arrangements are complaint with the Cumbria Highways Design Guide. The
revised site layout proposes an increase of 7car parking spaces within the site.
The provision of off-street car parking for the retail units provides an improvement
over the existing parking arrangements with no off-street parking provided for
visitors to or staff working at the existing retail unit.
10.32 All resident/visitor/customer vehicles can enter the site (to their respective parking
areas) from either Princess Street or Frazer Street, and they are able to enter the
site, turn, reverse, and leave the site in forward gear.
10.33 The proposal also includes the provision of secure bicycle storage consisting of 8
no. bicycle parking spaces for use by retail customers (along Princess Street), 8
no. bicycle parking spaces have been provided for use by retail staff and 8no.
bicycle parking spaces have been provided for use by the apartment residents and
visitors next to the main residential entrance. Each town house rear garden is large
enough to accommodate bicycle storage as necessary.
10.34 The highway authority consider the proposed parking provision for vehicles and
cycles is acceptable. Furthermore, the site is also well located to public transport
and is situated in a highly sustainable location. The proposal would not lead to
problems of highway safety or on street parking.
10.35 An additional technical note was submitted to address the highway authority
comments with reference to a visibility splay of 2.4m by 60m for Frazer Street and
Princess Street. However according to Manual for Streets (MfS) the required
visibility splay for a 30mph road is 43 metres. Accordingly, Vectos prepared a
visibility splay drawing with a splay of 43 metres, as shown in DWG VN201753D100 Rev A. This approach was agreed with Highways Officers who confirmed
that they are not aware of any ongoing speeding issues at the location and given
that the site is within a built-up area with plenty of warning signs, they would be
able to accept 43m x 2.4m splays for each of the accesses. It was accepted to
bring the visibility splay to the centreline of the road. Apart from the visibility to the
west for the westernmost access (which has a visibility splay of 2.4m by 25m up
to the junction with Albert Street) it is possible to achieve the 43m splay required
for a 30mph road along Frazer Street. Due to the built-up nature of the local area,
there is the likelihood that cars parked along Frazer Street will be located within
the visibility splay. However, as outlined in MfS, parking in visibility splays in builtup areas is quite common and does not create considerable problems in practice.
The required visibility splay can be achieved on Princess Street as there is an
existing double yellow line parking restriction enforced along Princess Street. The
Comments provided by the Council also requested that pedestrian visibility splays
of 2.4m by 2.4m also be shown on a plan. DWG VN201753-D100 Rev B shows
the required visibility splay at all access junctions on Frazer Street and Princess
Street. In accordance with MfS any boundary treatment or obstructions located
within the pedestrian visibility splay will be kept below 600 millimetres to allow for
sufficient visibility to be maintained for all pedestrians including children.
10.36 In terms of Frazer Street, and the amended scheme of one access from Frazer
Street the revised Transport Statement indicates that 5 parking spaces could be
retained on Frazer Street to allow for vehicles to manoeuvre at both accesses in a
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safe manner, as shown in DWG VN201753-D100 Rev B. In terms of Princess
Street, the TRO required would involve the reduction of the extents of the double
yellow lines and insert a loading bay restriction for the layby created for servicing
and deliveries. There are existing double yellow lines provided at the proposed site
access on Princess Street and therefore there would be no alterations to these
lines as part of the proposals.
Third Party Objections
10.37 The Council have received objections from the Town Council and a number of local
residents. In terms of consultation the Town Council response was received on 6 th
April 2021, however it is considered the Town Council have had significant time to
provide any further comments in the meantime leading up to the committee.
Neighbours letters were originally sent out in March 2021. Overall, it is considered
that sufficient consultation time (including for scheme amendments) has been
given to the Town Council and local residents.
10.39 Regarding other grounds of objection, the issue of empty retail units within the
town centre has been addressed in the sequential assessment. The highway
authority consider the loading areas for the retail units are acceptable. The level of
traffic generated by the proposal would not be harmful to highway safety and the
access onto Frazer Street is considered acceptable subject to provide sufficient
visibility splays. It is acknowledged that there is limited on street parking on Frazer
Street after 5.30pm, however the proposal provides off street parking and the
highway authority accept the proposed parking provision and it will not lead to
further on street parking.
10.39 The proposal would not have an adverse impact on residential amenity. There is a
degree of separation between the proposal and neighbouring dwellings, the
proximity of other shops near to the site is not a determining factor in the outcome
of this application, the use of the site is for B8 and is not a community facility, the
level of affordable housing and its tenure has been clarified in the relevant section
and the objection to social housing is not a material consideration.
10.40 The applicant has confirmed that the proposal is not for a takeaway. It is noted
however that under Class E there are permitted development rights to between
Shops, restaurants, financial and professional services, indoor sport, recreation or
fitness, not involving motorised vehicles or firearms, health or medical services,
creche, nursery or day centre principally to visiting members of the public, an
office, research and development, or any industrial process that can be carried out
in any residential area without detriment to amenity. These uses would be
considered acceptable for this mixed-use development.

Noise and Residential Amenity
10.41 It is noted that Environmental Protection advise the noise mitigation be secured by
planning conditions. In terms of deliveries it is proposed that these will be restricted
by planning condition so that no deliveries shall be taken at the premises or orders
despatched from the premises between the hours of 2000hours and 0700 hours
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Mondays to Fridays, between 2000 hours and 0900 on Saturdays, and not at all
on Sundays or Bank Holidays. This is considered necessary in preserving the
amenity of neighbouring residents.
10.42 A detailed environmental noise survey has been undertaken in order to establish
the prevailing noise climate at the development site. The acoustic requirements of
local planning conditions and current industry guidelines have been reviewed and
used to inform an assessment of environmental noise sources affecting the
proposed residential properties. The developer indicates that acceptable internal
noise levels should be achievable through the appropriate selection of critical
façade elements. Preliminary guidance has been provided on the commercial units
at ground floor level. These areas should be reviewed in detail as the design
progresses to ensure minimal risk of adverse impact to adjacent sensitive areas
and external receptors. Noise emission limits have been set for new items of fixed
plant related to the development.
11.

Conclusions

11.1.

The proposed development as amended is acceptable in principle, the site is
located within the settlement boundary of Workington and the development
represents the redevelopment of a previously developed site. The retail element
is acceptable as it is considered that there are no sequentially preferable sites that
are available, suitable and viable. The proposed layout will integrate into the
character of the area, it will not be harmful to the living conditions of neighbouring
residents and the proposal would not be harmful to highway safety.

12.

RECOMMENDATION
Grant permission subject to conditions and the signing of a section 106 to
secure a sum of £6000 to cover a traffic regulation order to undertake highway
road marking and parking alterations.
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Annex 1
CONDITIONS
Time Limit:
1.The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of three
years from the date of this permission.
Reason: In order to comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.
In Accordance
2.
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7000 Rev P2 Site Location Plan received 11.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7002 Rev P2 Proposed Demolition Plan received 28.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7003 Rev P4 Proposed Block/ Site Plan received 11.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7004 Rev P4 Proposed Block/ Site Plan received 21.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7005 Rev P4 Proposed Ground Floor Plan (Mixed Use)
11.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7006 Rev P4 Proposed First Floor Plan (Mixed Use)
11.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7007 Rev P4 Proposed Ground Floor Plan (Townhouses)
received 21.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7008 Rev P4 Proposed First Floor Plan (Townhouses)
received 29.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7009 Rev P2 Proposed Elevations 01 received 11.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7010 Rev P2, Proposed Elevations 02 received 11.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7011 Rev P1 House Type A (2 bed) Proposed Floor Plans
11.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7012 Rev P2 House Type A (2 bed) Proposed Elevations
11.03.22
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7013 Rev P1 House Type B (3 bed) Proposed Floor Plans
WPS-KMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7014 Rev P2 House Type B (3 bed) Proposed Elevations
Land contamination assessment part 3
Email received 31.01.22 confirming restricting retail units to class E uses only.
Email received 11.03.22 confirming removed a 2-bed dwelling, removed a
proposed vehicular access position along Frazer Street, revised the car parking
layout.
Transport Statement VN201753 Vectos March 2022
VN201753-D100 Rev B Site Access Review (Visibility Splays)
VN201753-D101 Rev B On-street Parking Arrangement on Frazer Street
VN201753-TR100 Rev B Swept Path Analysis - Servicing Layby
VN201753-TR101 Rev B Swept Path Analysis - Large Car
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Pre-commencement conditions:
3. Development shall not commence until a Construction Traffic Management Plan
has been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The
CTMP shall include details of:
 pre-construction road condition established by a detailed survey for
accommodation;
 works within the highways boundary conducted with a Highway Authority
representative;
 with all post repairs carried out to the satisfaction of the Local Highway
Authority at the applicants expense;
 details of proposed crossings of the highway verge;
 retained areas for vehicle parking, manoeuvring, loading and unloading for
their specific purpose during the development;
 cleaning of site entrances and the adjacent public highway;
 details of proposed wheel washing facilities;
 the sheeting of all HGVs taking spoil to/from the site to prevent spillage or
deposit of any materials on the highway;
 construction vehicle routing;
 the management of junctions to and crossings of the public highway and
other public rights of way/footway;
 details of any proposed temporary access points (vehicular / pedestrian);
 surface water management details during the construction phase.

Reason: To ensure the undertaking of the development does not adversely impact upon
the fabric or operation of the local highway network and in the interests of highway and
pedestrian safety in accordance with Policy S22 Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) adopted
July 2014.

4. Full details of the surface water drainage system (incorporating SUDs features
as far as practicable) and a maintenance schedule (identifying the responsible
parties) shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority for approval prior to
development being commenced. Any approved works shall be implemented prior
to the development being completed and shall be maintained thereafter in
accordance with the schedule.
Reason: To promote sustainable development, secure proper drainage and to manage
the risk of flooding and pollution. In accordance with Policy S29 Allerdale Local Plan (Part
1) adopted July 2014.
5. The development shall not commence until visibility splays (for each proposed
access) providing clear visibility of 43 by 2.4 by 43 meters down the centre of the
access road and the nearside channel line of the carriageway edge have been
provided at the junction of the access road with the county highway.
Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (or any Order revoking and reenacting that Order) relating to permitted development, no structure, vehicle or
object of any kind shall be erected, parked or placed and no trees, bushes or other
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plants shall be planted or be permitted to grown within the visibility splay which
obstruct the visibility splays. The visibility splays shall be constructed before
general development of the site commences so that construction traffic is
safeguarded.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety in accordance with Policy S22 Allerdale Local
Plan (Part 1) adopted July 2014.

6. The highway / footway and loading bay works as shown on drawing no WPSKMA-XX-XX-DR-A-7003 Rev P4 shall be designed, constructed and drained to the
satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority and in this respect further details,
including longitudinal/cross sections, shall be submitted to the Local Planning
Authority for approval before work commences on site. No work shall be
commenced until a full specification has been approved. Any works so approved
shall be constructed and completed prior to the site becoming operational.
Reason: To ensure a minimum standard of construction in the interests of highway safety
in accordance with Policy S22 Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) adopted July 2014.

Post-commencement/ Pre use commencing conditions:

7. No part of the development hereby permitted shall be constructed above ground
floor level until details of all external walling and roofing materials have been
submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority. Only the materials so
approved shall be used in the development as approved.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory standard of development for the external appearance
of the approved scheme which is compatible with the character of the surrounding area,
in compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy DM14 of the
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.
8. Details of the siting, height and type of all means of enclosure/screen
walls/fences/other means of enclosure shall be submitted to and approved by the
Local Planning Authority prior to the occupation of any dwelling(s). Any such
walls/fences etc. shall be constructed prior to the approved building being brought
into use/occupied. All means of enclosure so constructed shall be retained and no
part thereof shall be removed without the prior consent of the Local Planning
Authority.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory standard of development which is compatible with the
character of the surrounding area and safeguard the amenity of neighbouring properties
in accordance with Policies S32 and DM14 of Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) adopted July
2014.
9. Any existing highway fence/wall boundary shall be reduced to a height not
exceeding 1.0m above the carriageway level of the adjacent highway in accordance
with details submitted to the Local Planning Authority and which have
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subsequently been approved before the development is brought into use and shall
not be raised to a height exceeding 1.0m thereafter.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety in accordance with Policy S22 Allerdale Local
Plan (Part 1) adopted July 2014.

10. Prior to the commencement of development above ground floor level a scheme
providing for the provision of bat boxes on the approved buildings, shall be
submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority. The approved scheme
shall be fully implemented prior to the development being brought into use and
shall be retained thereafter.
Reason: In the interests of safeguarding bats in accordance with Policy S35 Allerdale
Local plan (Part 1) adopted July 2014.
11. Prior to occupation, the vehicular crossing over the footway, including the
lowering of kerbs, shall be carried out to the specification of the Local Planning
Authority in consultation with the Highway Authority.
Reason: To ensure a suitable standard of crossing for pedestrian safety in the interests
of highway safety in accordance with Policy S22 Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) adopted
July 2014.

12. The access drives shall be surfaced in bituminous or cement bound materials,
or otherwise bound and shall be constructed and completed before the
development is occupied/ brought into use.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety in the interests of highway safety in
accordance with Policy S22 Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) adopted July 2014.

13. Prior to occupation 2.4 metre x 2.4 metre pedestrian visibility sight splay as
measured from the highway boundary (or footpath boundary), shall be provided on
both sides of the vehicular access. There shall be no obstruction above a height of
600mm as measured from the finished surface of the access within the area of the
visibility sight splays thereafter.
Reason: To provide adequate inter-visibility between the pedestrians and users of the
access and the existing public highway for the safety and convenience of users of the
highway and of the access in the interests of highway safety in accordance with Policy
S22 Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) adopted July 2014.

14. The (building/dwelling) shall not be occupied until a means of vehicular access
has been constructed in accordance with plans to be approved by the local
planning authority.
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Reason: To ensure a suitable standard of vehicular access in the interests of highway
safety in the interests of highway safety in accordance with Policy S22 Allerdale Local
Plan (Part 1) adopted July 2014.

15. Foul and surface water shall be drained on separate systems.
Reason: To secure proper drainage and to manage the risk of flooding and pollution in
accordance with Policy S29 Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) adopted July 2014.
16. No work relating to the construction of the development hereby approved,
including works of demolition or preparation prior to operations, or internal
painting or fitting out, shall take place before the hours of 0800 nor after 1800
Monday to Friday, before the hours of 0800 nor after 1300 Saturdays nor on
Sundays or recognised public holidays, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the
Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To protect the amenities of the occupiers of nearby properties during the
construction period in compliance with Policy S32 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1),
Adopted July 2014.
17. No deliveries of construction materials or plant and machinery and no removal
of any spoil from the site shall take place before the hours of 0800 nor after 1800
Monday to Friday, before the hours of 0800 nor after 1300 Saturdays nor on
Sundays or recognised public holidays, unless otherwise agreed in writing by the
Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To protect the amenities of the occupiers of nearby properties during the
construction period in compliance with Policy S32 of the Allerdale Local Plan, Adopted
July 2014.

18. All necessary site investigation works within the site boundary must be
carried out to establish the degree and nature of the contamination and its
potential to pollute the environment or cause harm to human health. The scope
of works for the site investigations should be agreed with the Local Planning
Authority prior to their commencement.
Reason: To minimise any risk arising from any possible contamination from the
development to the local environment in compliance with the National Planning Policy
Framework and Policy S30 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.

19. Where land affected by contamination is found which poses unacceptable
risks to human health, controlled waters or the wider environment, no
development shall take place until a detailed remediation scheme has been
submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The
scheme must include an appraisal of remediation options, identification of the
preferred option(s), the proposed remediation objectives and remediation criteria,
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and a description and programme of the works to be undertaken including the
verification plan.
Reason: To minimise any risk arising from any possible contamination from the
development to the local environment in compliance with the National Planning Policy
Framework and Policy S30 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.
20. Should a remediation scheme be required, the approved strategy shall be
implemented and a verification report submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority, prior to the development (or relevant phase of
development) being brought into use.
Reason: To minimise any risk arising from any possible contamination from the
development to the local environment in compliance with the National Planning Policy
Framework and Policy S30 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.

21.In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the
approved development that was not previously identified it must be reported
immediately to the Local Planning Authority. Development on the part of the site
affected must be halted and a risk assessment carried out and submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Where unacceptable risks are
found remediation and verification schemes shall be submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. These shall be implemented prior to the
development (or relevant phase of development) being brought into use. All works
shall be undertaken in accordance with current UK guidance, particularly CLR11.
Reason: To minimise any risk arising from any possible contamination from the
development to the local environment in compliance with the National Planning Policy
Framework and Policy S30 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.

22. No part of the development hereby permitted shall be built above plinth level
until there has been submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority a
scheme of hard and soft landscaping which shall include indications of all existing
trees and shrubs on the site, and details of any to be retained. All planting, seeding
or turfing comprised within the scheme shall be carried out in the first planting
season following completion of the development, and any trees or plants which
within a period of 5 years from the completion of the development die, are removed
or become seriously damaged or diseased shall be replaced in the next planting
season with other similar size and species, unless otherwise agreed in writing by
the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: In order to enhance the appearance of the development and minimise the
impact of the development in the locality
23. A full specification for all the fixed refrigeration and ventilation plant for the
retail A1 units including octave band data, its location and any necessary
mitigation shall be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority prior
to any construction works above plinth level. The development shall be
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implemented solely in accordance with the approved details prior to the
commencement of the use and retained at all times thereafter.
Reason: To safeguard the amenity of nearby residential properties, in compliance with
the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S32 of the Allerdale Local
Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.

24. Prior to the retail units opening to the public, details of the operating model
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The
details shall include the hours and days when open to the public. Should an
alternative class E use to that of the retail units hereby approved be subsequently
operated, the hours/ days of that Class E use open to the public shall be submitted
to and agreed in writing be the local planning authority and the Class E use shall
then operate in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: In the interests of preserving the amenity of neighbouring residents, in
compliance with Policy S32 of the Allerdale Local Plan (part 1), Adopted July 2014.
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Agenda Item 6
Allerdale Borough Council
Planning Application FUL/2022/0055
Development Panel Report
Reference Number:
Valid Date:
Location:
Applicant:
Proposal:

FUL/2022/0055
25/02/2022
Caldew Hall, Solway Street, Silloth, CA7 4EG
T Graham
To replace wooden single glazed windows with UPVC
double glazed windows, to wet stone dash front
elevation, Solway Street to preserve brickwork and to
replace wooden doors with UPVC (resubmission of
FUL/2021/0225)

RECOMMENDATION
That the application is granted.
1.

Summary

Issue

Conclusion

Principle of Development

The principle of the proposed development
is considered acceptable supporting the
continued use of the property as a
community hall.

Heritage

The revised scheme as submitted is
considered acceptable and will not result
in detriment to the heritage asset (Silloth
Conservation Area)

2.

Introduction

2.1.

The application has been called in by Cllr Cook to be considered by the
Development Panel given the previous refusal and the presence of UPVC within
other properties in the area. Cllr is in support of proposal.

3.

Proposal

3.1

The application seeks planning permission to replace wooden single glazed
windows with UPVC double glazed windows, wet dash of the property’s front
elevation (Solway Street) and to replace wooden doors with UPVC.

3.1.

The details for consideration are:Applcation form dated 22.02.2022
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Location Plan
Covering Letter – Additonal Information
Appendix D – Doors
Appendix C – Windows
Home Frame Door & Window Brochure
Home Frame Window Specification Details
4.

Site

4.1

The application property is a community hall situated within the Silloth
Conservation area at Solway Street, Silloth. It is a single storey building that was
a former church dated 1887 on the name plate above the main door; "Christ
Church 1887 Mission Hall". It is constructed in red brick with timber single glazed
windows and timber doors.

4.2

There are residential dwellings to the north, east, south and west of the site with
the adjoining dwelling to the south being constructed in red brick as well as the
terrace of dwellings to the east, which are also within the Conservation Area.
Further north of the site is the Cooperative Supermarket and the Former St.
Andrews Hall, both of which are outside the designated Conservation area.

5.

Relevant Planning History

5.1

FUL/2021/0225 - Change all the windows from wooden to white pvc, change
wooden door to white pvc and dash the front elevation brickwork – Refused
19.10.2021

6.

Representations

6.1.

Silloth Town Council – Recommend approval

6.2

The application has been advertised in the local press, on site by means of a site
notice and by neighbour letter. To date, one representation of support has been
received

7.

Environmental Impact Assessment

7.1.

The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations 2017

7.2.

The development does not within Schedule 1 nor 2 and, as such, is not EIA
development.

8.

Duties

8.1.

For Listed Buildings:
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Section 66(1) of the Listed Buildings Act 1990 states that, in considering whether
to grant planning permission for development which affects a listed building or its
setting, the local planning authority shall have special regard to the desirability of
preserving the building or its setting or any features of special architectural or
historic interest which it possesses.
8.2.

For conservation areas:
Section 72(1) of the Listed Building and Conservation Area Act 1990 states that,
with respect to any buildings or other land in a conservation area, special
attention shall be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character
or appearance of that area.

9.

Development Plan Policies

9.1

Allerdale Local Plan Part 1 (2014)
Policy DM15 - Extensions and alterations to existing buildings and properties
Policy S2 Sustainable Development
Policy S3 Spatial Strategy and Growth
Policy S4 Design Principles
Policy S27 Heritage Assets

These policies can be viewed at:https://www.allerdale.gov.uk/en/planning-building-control/planning-policy/local-plan-part-1/

10.

Other material considerations

10.1

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2021)

10.2

Council Strategy 2020-2030

11.

Policy weighting

11.1. Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that,
if regard is to be had to the development plan for the purpose of any
determination to be made under the Planning Acts, the determination must be
made in accordance with the plan unless material considerations indicate
otherwise. This means that the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) 2014 and the
Allerdale Borough Local Plan (Part 2) 2020 policies have primacy.
12.

Assessment

12.1 The proposal seeks permission for the replacement of timber single glazed
windows with white UPVC, replacement of timber doors with white UPVC and the
dashing of the brickwork to the Solway Street frontage elevation of the property
with grey wet dash. The replacement windows and doors would not require any
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alteration to the existing fenestrations and would include a mixture of top
opening, bottom opening and non-opening windows. Original features consisting
of sandstone window cills and surrounds and brick pillars would be retained as
existing.
12.2 The application property is situated within the Silloth Conservation area. The
majority of the properties on Solway Street are residential and have replaced
their windows and doors with white UPVC. Immediately adjacent to the
application property on Caldew Street, the residential properties retain their red
brick construction with the replacement of timber and doors with UPVC.

12.3 It is accepted by officers that a significant amount of the historic character within
this part of the Conservation Area has been lost through the introduction of
modern materials, with a vast number of the properties being residential and not
afforded any protection by means of an Article 4 Direction Order. However, the
application property is considered to retain original features and contributes to
the overall character of the Conservation area, being a prominent building
situated on the corner of Solway Street and Caldew Street.

Heritage
12.4 Policy S27 is the principal policy for the consideration of the proposal given the
identified historic sensitivity of the site –
"The historic environment including all heritage assets and their settings will be
conserved and enhanced in a manner appropriate to their intrinsic historic value
and significance, their importance to local character, distinctiveness and sense of
place, and to other social, cultural economic or environmental benefits/values.
The Council will work with partners to seek the conservation and enhancement of
all designated or non-designated heritage assets within the Plan Area. In
determining applications that could affect the significance (including character,
appearance, historic value, value to people and setting) of a heritage asset
and/or archaeological asset, the following factors will be taken into account:


The level of significance of the heritage asset(s).



The impact of the proposal on the significance (including setting) of the
heritage asset(s).



How the significance and/or setting of the asset could be better revealed.



Opportunities for mitigating climate change without damaging significance.

Only proposals which do not harm any positive qualities of the heritage asset(s)
will be approved, unless there is a clear and convincing public benefit to the
proposal that will outweigh the harm caused to the asset(s).
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12.5 The existing windows, door and brick construction represent traditional features
of the building. Therefore, the balance to consider is whether or not the merits of
the proposed replacement windows and doors and wet dashing of one elevation
of the property would preserve or enhance the character of the Conservation
Area. These aspects can be divided into three categories; materials, sections and
means of opening.
12.6 The proposed windows are UPVC double glazed with the means of opening
replicating the existing windows. Timber represents the traditional material used
on fenestration details on properties within the Conservation area. However,
given the number of properties in the immediate locality with UPVC windows, the
proposal of replacing the existing timber windows with UPVC would not introduce
a modern material onto the street scene.
12.7 The supporting information submitted with the application specifies that only the
Solway Street frontage elevation will be dashed, with the Caldew Street frontage
elevation remaining as brick, in keeping with the row of terraced houses on
Caldew Street which are directly adjacent to the application property. In addition
to this, the original sandstone windows cills and surrounds on the Solway Street
frontage elevation will remain as existing and not be covered over with wet dash,
as will the brick pillars. Solway Street consists of a mixture of finishes from brick
to dash and smooth render. The Methodist Church further up the street also
occupies a corner plot and is completed in render. Therefore, it is considered
that the dashing of the Solway Street elevation will not result in the introduction of
modern materials within this section of the Conservation Area.
Other Issues
12.8 Given the nature of the proposal there are no other issues to be taken into
consideration.
Local Financial Considerations
12.9 Having regard to S70 (2) of the Town and Country Planning Act the proposal will
have no local financial consideration.
13

Conclusions

13.1 Having regard to the proposed alterations in the present submission, the context
of the wider Conservation Area which consists mainly of UPVC windows and
doors, with a mixture of clad frontages, it is the opinion of officers that the
proposed scheme, as resubmitted, is an improvement on the previously refused
proposal due to the Caldew Street elevation remaining as brick which is in
keeping with the adjacent row of terraced houses, and due to the stone window
surrounds, cills and brick pillars retaining their original appearance. Overall,
officers consider the revised scheme to be a satisfactory compromise which will
support a viable long-term use of the building as a community facility whilst
retaining some prominent original features. Upon balance, the proposal is
considered acceptable and will not result in any significant harm to the heritage
asset within which it is situated.
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14

Recommendation

14.1 GRANT
Annex 1
CONDITIONS
1.

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of
three years from the date of this permission.
Reason: In order to comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning Act
1990.

In Accordance:

2.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out solely in accordance
with the following plans:
Location Plan
Covering Letter – Additonal Information
Appendix D – Doors
Appendix C – Windows
Home Frame Door & Window Brochure
Home Frame Window Specification Details
Reason: In order to ensure that the development is carried out in complete
accordance with the approved plans and any material and non-material alterations
to the scheme are properly considered.

Pre Development Conditions:
3.

Prior to the commencent of the development hereby approved, details
specifying the design of the replacement doors, shall be submitted to and
approved by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: In order to ensure a satisfactory standard of development which will
conserve the heritage asset within which the building is situated, in accordance
with Policy S27 of the Allerdale Local Plan (part 1) Adopted July 2014.

Other:
4.

There shall be no exterior cladding applied to the Caldew Street elevation of
the building or to the window surrounds, cills and pillars of the Solway Street
elevation.
Reason: In order to preserve the positive qualities of the the building which
contribute to the heritage asset within which it is situated (Silloth Conservation
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Area), in accordance with Policy S27 of the Allerdale Local Plan (part 1), Adopted
July 2014.
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Agenda Item 7
Allerdale Borough Council
Planning Application VAR/2021/0001
Development Panel Report
Reference Number:
Valid Date:
Location:
Applicant:
Proposal:

VAR/2021/0001
13/01/2021
Plot 1, Land Adjacent to Northscape, Eaglesfield
Mr J Burlinson
Variation of condition 2 for a new design and
condition 3 relating to surface water discharge into
the sewer on application 2/2018/0164

RECOMMENDATION
Grant subject to conditions
1.

Summary

Issue

Conclusion

Principle of Development

Principle of residential development has
been accepted. The application varies the
approved permission.

Design/Scale

Scale, design and massing considered
acceptable in relation to its setting.

Drainage

Foul to main sewer and surface water to
rainwater harvesting system is acceptable,
in compliance with policy S29 of ALP1.

Residential Amenity

No significant harm to nearby properties.

Access and parking

Access and parking are considered to be
satisfactory.

2.

Introduction

2.1.

Members will recollect that the application was deferred at the development
panel on 31 August 2021 to allow further information to be gathered on surface
water drainage issues and then reconsidered again on 28 September 2021 with
a resolution that the drainage is agreed prior to determination of the application.
Given continued neighbour objections and involvement plus delay in the
provision of satisfactory level of information it was considered appropriate to
bring the application back before the Development Panel for consideration.
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2.2.

The application was called in to be considered before Development Panel by
Councillor Marion Fitzgerald.

2.3.

The site has permission (2/2018/0164) for the construction of a single dwelling;
however, the development has not been built in accordance with the approved
plans. The exterior shell of the dwelling has been completed. This application
seeks to regularise the changes to the approved scheme.

2.4.

A temporary stop notice was served for a period of 28 days which required the
cessation of all activities on site for the period up to 6 August 2021 which was
being complied with. The notice was served to ensure that the construction of the
approved development did not result in an unacceptable level of harm and
achieved a satisfactory level of development with accurate plans which make
adequate provision for satisfactory levels and gradients on site and the
acceptable discharge of surface water drainage.

3.

Proposal

3.1.

The Plans for consideration are:223-04020 Rev 01 Proposed Ground Floor Plan
223-04021 Rev 01 Proposed First Floor Plan
Dwg No 18.18 - Location Plan – Amended plan received 7 April 2021
GRAF Rainwater Harvesting Solutions – The Platin Flat Tank System– Amended
plan received 20 April 2021
Email from Richard Lindsay dated 20 April 2021 – Amended plan received 20
April 2021
DWG No 21.24.ELE - Elevations – Amended Plan received 30 July 2021
EAG-001-005 – Site Levels – Amended Plan received 30 July 2021
Dwg No 21.24.Site – Site Plan – Amended plan received 30 July 2021
Dwg No. 18.18.RW – Section through Retaining Wall – approved under
CON1/2020/0027
21-406r001 - Drainage Report – Amended plan received 7 September 2020

4.

Site

4.1.

The site is located within a prominent position, centrally located within the village
of Eaglesfield on an elevated site. The site historically has been used as a small
paddock area in connection with the existing single storey dwelling, Northscape.
There are public highways and residential properties on both sides of the site.

4.2.

The Grade II listed Croft Foot Farmhouse and adjoining barn are to the southeast
of the site on the opposite side of the highway.

5.

Relevant Planning History

5.1.

2/2018/0164 – Full planning permission was granted for a single dwelling on 21
June 2018. The permitted dwelling externally had the appearance of a bungalow
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albeit with first floor accommodation served by rooflights within the roof planes.
There were no dormers or windows set within projecting gables at first floor level.
5.2.

CON1/2020/0027 – Discharge of conditions - Approved

6.

Representations
Dean Parish Council

6.1.

Dean PC accepts that the building as it is at present will have less visual impact
than what was approved in 2018, however comment that the site levels have
been reduced and retaining walls are required on 3 sides. They seek assurances
regarding the stability of the walls adjacent to the 'main' road and that next to the
original bungalow North Scape.

6.2.

The change to include extensive stonework is not in keeping with surrounding
properties and listed buildings. No objections are made to the change to enclose
the veranda however new windows have been added to the gable,

6.3.

There is no mention of the Rainwater Harvesting system on the Variation
application nor the correspondence/emails from the agent. Dean PC trust this
system will be incorporated as per the original application and subsequent
approval.

6.4.

A further objection has been raised by Dean Parish Council recommending that
the application is refused as the application does not have the necessary
drainage details and United Utilities have stated that the application is
unacceptable.

6.5.

They indicate that the revised application is no better than previous application
and also the resubmitted drawings do not reflect what has already been built.
The builders have clearly flouted permission given at the start. The building has
been dug into the site too low. They do not have permission for a full wall of
stone cladding. They do not have permission for two gable end windows. They
do not have permission for an additional roof light on the south side.

6.6. A topographical survey was to be commissioned regarding the retaining walls.
We have concerns about the stability of these after one between the site and the
existing dwelling fell over. One retaining wall is close to the main road through
Eaglesfield. We understood an earlier variation was going to be referred to the
Planning Panel and we trust this is still the case. We urge you to make a site
inspection.
Cumbria County Highways/Lead Local Flood Authority
6.7.

Providing that the access to the proposed dwelling is as previously approved
under application 2/2018/0164, the Highway Authority have no comments to
make on this condition. The retaining wall to the rear boundary of the property will
support the highway verge, this will require the wall to be designed and built to
Cumbria CC’s Technical Approval Procedure for Developers Structures and
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works should not commence, or allow any person to perform works, on any part
of the highway until receipt of an appropriate permit allowing such works.
6.8.

The applicant has stated in their application form that the ground on the site is
not suitable for soakaway drainage that was previously agreed. To provide
further comment on this condition we would need to see evidence of BRE tests
carried out on the site as well as their alternative drainage proposal.

6.9.

Further to the information submitted by the agent that states that infiltration will
not a suitable means of surface water drainage for this site, they now need to
fully consider the hierarchy. There is an ordinary watercourse opposite to the site
that they could connect to should they receive the correct permissions. If this is
not achievable, they will then need to investigate whether or not they can connect
to the highway drainage network. These steps need to be considered fully before
it would be acceptable to join the combined sewer network. The LLFA are not yet
in a position where we would recommend that this condition can be discharged.

6.10. The NPPG clearly outlines the hierarchy to be investigated by the developer
when considering a surface water drainage strategy. We would ask the developer
to consider the following drainage options in the following order of priority:
1. into the ground (infiltration);
2. to a surface water body;
3. to a surface water sewer, highway drain, or another drainage system;
4. to a combined sewer
6.11. The LLFA have indicated that they have reviewed the amended drainage
strategy documents and have noted that it is considered that connecting the
surface water drainage into the watercourse opposite will be unachievable due to
issues gaining access to third party land. However, the LLFA have requested
evidence of the measures taken to investigate this option of the hierarchy
deeming it unacceptable and indicate that if they cannot gain access to the
watercourse on third party land and have no option but to connect to the
combined system, they will need permission to do so from the water-body
responsible, in this case, United Utilities.
6.12. The LLFA have indicated that the applicant has now sufficiently examined the
drainage hierarchy in terms of alternative options from the mains sewerage
system and subject to connection to a surface water sewer if available with the
applicant gaining permission from the appropriate water company before making
the connection have not raised any further objections or comments on the
application.
ABC Environmental Health
6.13. No response to date
Fire Service
6.14. No objections
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United Utilities
6.15. In accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and the
National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG), the site should be drained on a
separate system with foul water draining to the public sewer and surface water
draining in the most sustainable way.
6.16. Further to our review of the submitted drainage documents; Drainage Strategy,
the plans are not acceptable to United Utilities because our record shows that
there is a ditch opposite to the site.
6.17. Therefore, we have not seen robust site evidence (including a ground condition
report with soil infiltration testing under BRE365) that the drainage hierarchy has
been thoroughly investigated and the proposals are not in line with the NonStatutory Technical Standards for Sustainable Drainage Systems.
6.18. United Utilities recommend a condition, “investigation of the hierarchy of drainage
options in the National Planning Practice Guidance (or any subsequent
amendment thereof). This investigation shall include evidence of an assessment
of ground conditions and the potential for infiltration of surface water;
(ii) A restricted rate of discharge of surface water agreed with the local planning
authority (if it is agreed that infiltration is discounted by the investigations); and
(iii) A timetable for its implementation.”
United Utilities have confirmed no objection to the recent amended drainage
report as they consider sufficient evidence has been submitted under the
sequential test.
The application has been advertised by site notice and neighbour letter.
6.19. There has been 7 letters of objection which relate to the following points:










There is no reference to the rainwater harvesting system
The ground is not suitably for a soakaway
There is water runoff from the site onto the highway
There are sewage issues in the village
No details of materials of the driveway
Where is the driveway going to drain to?
Connecting to the public sewers is a cost saving measure
Water and proximity to the main road has the potential to undermine the
main road
The surface water should drain into the Beck
Reference is made to previous sewage pollution incidents in 2001, 2005,
2013 and 2014 arising following heavy continuous rain. The addition of an
additional property to the system which is inadequate is unacceptable.
(United utilities were reported to on all the former incidents). They therefore
oppose the proposed amendments.
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7.

Environmental Impact Assessment

7.1.

The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations 2017

7.2.

The development does not within Schedule 1 nor 2 and, as such, is not EIA
development.

8.

Duties

8.1.

Section 66 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
requires that the Local Planning Authority shall have special regard to the
desirability of preserving listed buildings or their settings or any features of
special architectural or historic interest which they possess.

9.

Development Plan Policies

9.1.

Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1)
S1 - Presumption in Favour of Development
S2 - Sustainable Development
S3 - Spatial Strategy and Growth
S4 - Design Principles
S5 - Development Principles
S7 - A mixed and balanced housing market
S27 - Heritage assets
S29 - Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage
S32 - Safeguarding amenity
S33 - Landscape
S35 - Protecting and enhancing biodiversity and geodiversity
DM14 - Standards of Good Design

9.2.

Allerdale Local Plan (Part 2)
The site is located within the defined settlment limits as defined by Policy SA2
The proposal falls below the modified thresholds for enhanced Buildings
Regulations’ Part M accessibility (policy SA5) and broadband (policy SA33).

10.

Other material considerations

10.1. National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2021)
10.2. Allerdale Borough Council Plan 2019-2023:
Strengthening our economy - Supporting the development of new homes where
they are needed.
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11.

Policy weighting

11.1. Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that,
if regard is to be had to the development plan for the purpose of any
determination to be made under the Planning Acts, the determination must be
made in accordance with the plan unless material considerations indicate
otherwise. This means that the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) 2014 and the
Allerdale Borough Local Plan (Part 2) 2020 policies have primacy.
12.

Assessment:
Principle of development

12.1. The principle of the development has been considered under application
2/20018/0164 with the permission being extant given development has
commenced within the appropriate timescales. As the development is not being
built in accordance with the approved plan an application to vary the existing
scheme is considered acceptable to regularise the development as built.
Heritage
12.2.

The listing for Croft Foot Farmhouse and adjoining barn are described in the
listing as follows:“Farmhouse and barn. Dated 1705 over entrance, with C19 alterations. Painted
roughcast walls, under graduated greenslate roof with cement rendered chimney
stacks. 2 storeys, 3 bays with long right barn under common roof. Top-glazed 6panel door in painted stone surround. Sash windows with glazing bars, those on
ground floor in enlarged C19 painted stone surrounds; upper ones in original
chamfered surrounds. Barn has projecting large double plank doors and right
casement window in plain reveals. Left extension now Sycamore House, is not of
interest.
Listing NGR: NY0962828115.”

12.3.

When considering the amendments to the current design which has lowered the
site levels from that approved, the scheme in this context is considered to have a
lesser impact on the setting of the listed building than the approved scheme
when considered against Policy S27 and the duty under section 66 of the Listed
Buildings Act 1990.
Massing, Design and Landscape

12.4.

The site is elevated from the dwelling known as Beckside with the finished floor
level being 2m higher; this is a reduction in levels of approximately 1m from the
approved scheme. The use of the roof space rather than a full two storey
dwelling is still retained as this was deemed necessary given this juxtaposition
and responds to this constraint. The proposal is set marginally further forward
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into the site than the adjacent dwelling and would be higher. The dwelling would
now have a ridgeline similar to the adjacent dwelling Northscape.
12.5.

The footprint of the dwelling would remain similar to that approved without any
harm to the surrounding area.

12.6.

The site is prominent within the centre of the village and currently open in
character. This prominence is accentuated by the location flanked by roads and
the openness is characterised by the lack of landscaping or buildings. The roads
are sensitive visual receptors. Officers consider that the amended scheme to be
an improvement and that the amended design and scale of the development
would comply with policies S4 and DM14 of the Allerdale Local Plan in terms of
design, massing and fenestration arrangements and reduces the impact visually
when approaching the site from the east.

12.7.

The introduction of additional stone elevations is not considered to detract from
the appearance of the property or surrounding area the remaining materials are
the same as previously approved. Solar panels have been introduced to the
scheme without any visual harm to the dwelling or its surroundings.
Drainage

12.8.

The foul water would be drained to the main sewer with the applicant initially
indicating that all surface water would be to the main sewer under this
application. (The original application indicated that any overflow from the system
from the rainwater harvesting tank would enter into a crated system within the
garden area.)

12.9.

Further clarification has been sought during the course of the current application
to demonstrate that the drainage hierarchy has been examined; the applicant has
now reverted back to the surface water draining to a rainwater harvesting system
which was considered acceptable under the original submission. The size of the
system has been recalculated to a larger tank to ensure there is sufficient
capacity from any drainage from the hard landscaped areas in addition to the
dwelling.

12.10. United Utilities had initially indicated that there was still insufficient information
that the appropriate examination of the hierarchy has been undertaken. Although
the percolation tests provided were not considered to be to the appropriate
BRE365 standards, there is evidence of standing water within trenches on the
site, officers consider if the appropriate percolation test were undertaken it would
demonstrate that the ground isn’t suitable. The watercourse within close
proximity to the site is located within private gardens and there does not appear
to be any close connection points accessible on public or highway land within a
reasonable distance from the development.
12.11. Although this issue is outstanding officers are confident that the amended
drainage scheme can be achieved and this could be controlled by condition (as
per the original consent) with the submission of the details given this is for the
overflow from the rainwater harvest tank and would be likely a low discharge.
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United Utilities also had been satisfied with the development and had previously
suggested a condition in relation to the examination of the drainage hierarchy.
Officers had therefore formerly suggested that the full details of the drainage
hierarchy were conditionally submitted within two months of the approval date.
However members at the former panel meeting alternatively sought these details
to be verified prior to determining any decision.
12.12. Drainage update September 2021 – Further to the former panel meeting the
applicant has provided a further detailed assessment of the drainage on site and
United Utilities and the Lead Local Flood Authority have been consulted. United
Utilities have been asked to provide any details in relation to know drainage
issues in the area and in particular at Beckside.
12.13. The submitted report updates the drainage arrangement, contesting that ground
conditions and percolation tests undertaken indicate poor natural percolation
which will prevent natural discharge to ground on the site. A SuDs system was
proposed comprising of a harvesting tank (from the rooves to be suitable for toilet
flushing), permeable paving and sub-surface storage. Drainage and storage
modelling was calculated for the site to include a crated system to account for
storm events and a hydrobrake to limit the flow to no more than current greenfield
runoff rates, with the proposal indicating that the runoff would be no more than
2ls.
12.14. United Utilities raise no objections to the amended drainage report i.e. the
sequential drainage test has been addressed. The views of the LLFA are still
awaited. Clarification is also awaited from United Utilities on the foul drainage
problems referred to at the last panel meeting.
12.15. Comments have been received that the rainwater harvesting tank has been
installed incorrectly and water is pooling within the excavated hole. The tank at
present has been delivered to the site is a different specification; the applicant
has been advised that although the tank has approval under the original
application the previous agent changed the specifications and these have been
incorporated into the documents considered by United Utilities. The present
agent has advised the applicant of this and has indicated that the tank would not
be installed. Any installation of the rainwater harvesting tank would need to be
covered by building regulation approvals.
12.16. The applicant has indicated that they have verbally approached third parties to
establish if connection to the watercourse could be made. Officers have sought
further clarification as to the efforts made to connect to the watercourse and have
requested details of which properties have been contacted to enquire about
connection points and will report to any further updates.
12.17. The discharge rate to the combined would be less than the existing greenfield
runoff rates and it should be noted that United Utilities has not objected to the
discharge to the combined sewer and have previously agreed that the foul
drainage for the same size dwelling to be connected to the main sewer.
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12.18. United Utilities have not provided any further correspondence/communication on
the wider flooding issues on Beckside but have indicated that the Operation
Team should be contacted to help get the problem sorted.
12.19. Drainage update 22 April 2022 – The applicant has now undertaken an
exercise to contact the occupiers of the property opposite the site requesting
agreement to discharge to the watercourse within their garden. We have now
had confirmation that the occupiers are not willing to allow connection within their
curtilage.
12.20. The applicant has also investigated a connection by way of the ditch adjacent to
the unmade track adjacent to the property Meadow View; however, a Land
Registry search has revealed the land is not in fact registered, with only the
mineral interest being registered. Bearing this in mind officers would be unable
to reasonably allow discharge to this ditch or request any works to this land as it
would not be possible to legally enforce a condition to require the connection to
land in unknown ownership.
12.21. The highways authority have confirmed that they will not allow connection into
the highway drain.
12.22. Officers are not aware that a surface water sewer running within close proximity
to the site with records indicating only a combined sewer within the highway to
the front of Beckside.
12.23. Although it has been suggested that the connection to the surface water drain
has already been connected, officers have no records of this taking place and no
evidence before them. A building regulations application is progressing in
relation to the site, the surface water drainage arrangement will need to be
signed off by building control.
12.24. Officers are now satisfied that the applicant has explored all the options under
the drainage hierarchy and given United Utilities have previously indicated that
they have no objections to the connection, subject to satisfactory examination of
the drainage hierarchy, officers consider this aspect of the development can be
suitably conditioned to restrict the drainage to a rate no greater than 2ls as
proposed within the applicant’s drainage strategy.
12.25. A restriction of less than the greenfield runoff rate would not lead to any increase
in flooding over and above the existing situation given this rate would be lower
than the existing greenfield runoff rate.
Highway Issues
12.26. The site access point would remain unchanged from the original onto the
unclassified road which serves a number of residential properties. The visibility
splays were previously approved crossing the garden area of the adjacent
dwelling Northscape. However, the application site has been purchased and is
no longer in the same ownership as Northscape. Officers consider that there is
sufficient visibility from the access given the low speeds and number of vehicles
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using this point of the highway. It is considered that sufficient visibility can be
achieved to the extremity of the site frontage within the highway verge and can
be conditioned accordingly.
12.27. The access and parking would allow for turning so cars can enter and leave the
site in a forward gear and the amended plans show that an acceptable gradient
can be achieved for the parking and turning area which is in accordance with the
Cumbria design guide. As previously approved an Aco drain is to be installed to
the access point to prevent water discharging onto the highway.
12.28. The highways authority have indicated that they have no highways objections
subject to there being no alterations to the access point.
12.29. The only amendment to the scheme in terms of the highway arrangement is the
introduction of a low wall to the site frontage. This is below 1m and is not
considered to compromise highway safety significantly or severely as advised by
the NPPF where maximum speeds achievable are proportionally low. The
highways authority has not raised any objections to the amended plans.
Ecology
12.30. The development is not considered to raise any new ecological impacts.
Residential Amenity
12.31. The scheme as amended would not have any detrimental impacts on nearby
residential properties.
Other issues
12.32. The parish council indicate that a topographical survey was to be submitted
relating to the retaining walls. The topographical survey was limited to the site
levels as the applicant was asked to demonstrate the gradient of the drive was
acceptable and the correct levels of the dwelling in relation to the original site
levels and surrounding land. The topographical survey did not include the details
of the retaining walls. The details of the retaining wall adjacent to Northscape
were approved as part of the earlier discharge of condition application and the
applicant has been advised to liaise with the highways authority regarding any
alterations that could affect the highway.
12.33. It has been brought to the Council’s attention that a further building has been
constructed within the curtilage of the site. This matter is being investigated as a
separate issue and has not been considered under this application.
Local Financial Considerations
12.34. Having regard to S70 (2) of the Town and Country Planning Act the proposal will
have financial implications arising from New Homes Bonus and Council Tax
Revenue.
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13.

Conclusions

13.1. Officers consider that the merits of the revised house type and drainage
arrangements are satisfactory and recommend that the application is acceptable
subject to the imposition of conditions.
14.

RECOMMENDATION
Grant subject to conditions.
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Annex 1
CONDITIONS
1. The development hereby permitted shall be carried out solely in accordance
with the following plans:
223-04020 Rev 01 Proposed Ground Floor Plan
223-04021 Rev 01 Proposed First Floor Plan
Dwg No 18.18 - Location Plan – Amended plan received 7 April 2021
GRAF Rainwater Harvesting Solutions – The Platin Flat Tank System–
Amended plan received 20 April 2021
Email from Richard Lindsay dated 20 April 2021 – Amended plan received 20
April 2021
DWG No 21.24.ELE - Elevations – Amended Plan received 30 July 2021
EAG-001-005 – Site Levels – Amended Plan received 30 July 2021
Dwg No 21.24.Site – Site Plan – Amended plan received 30 July 2021
Dwg No. 18.18.RW – Section through Retaining Wall – approved under
CON1/2020/0027
21-406r001 - Drainage Report – Amended plan received 7 September 2020
Reason: In order to ensure that the development is carried out in complete
accordance with the approved plans and any material and non-material alterations to
the scheme are properly considered.
Post-commencement/Pre use commencing conditions:
2. The development shall not be brought into use until visibility splays providing
clear visibility to the extremity of the frontage x 2.4 metres measured down the
centre of the access road and the nearside channel line of the major road have
been provided at the junction of the access road with the county highway. Any
existing planting within the visibility splay shall be reduced to a height not
exceeding 1.0m above the carriageway level of the adjacent highway.
Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) Order 2015 (or any Order revoking and re-enacting
that Order) relating to permitted development, no structure, or object of any
kind shall be erected or placed and no trees, bushes or other plants which
exceed 1m in height shall be planted or be permitted to grow within the
visibility splay which obstruct the visibility splays.
Reason: To ensure an acceptable standard of highway access during the
construction and operational use of the site, in compliance with the National
Planning Policy Framework and Policy S2 and S22 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part
1), Adopted July 2014.
3. Prior to the occupation of the dwelling the works to the proposed crossing of
the highway verge and surfacing and/or footway; surfacing in porous
bituminous or cement bound materials; access drive gradient and measures
to prevent surface water discharging onto or off the highway; shall be carried
out in accordance with approved plans and shall be maintained operational at
all times thereafter.
Reason: To ensure a suitable standard of verge crossing and that the verge is
properly reinstated before the development is brought into use, to ensure that
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pedestrians can negotiate road junctions in relative safety, minimise the risk of
flooding and in the interests of highway safety.
4. The approved scheme must be in accordance with the approved amended
drainage report dated 7th September 2021 and with the Non-Statutory technical
Standards for Sustainable Drainage Systems (March 2015) or any subsequent
replacement national standards, the maximum allowable discharge rate from
the development site shall be restricted to a rate of 2 litres per second unless
otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority. The development
shall be completed prior to occupation of the dwellinghouse hereby approved
and thereafter maintained and managed in accordance with the approved
details.
Reason: To promote sustainable development, secure proper drainage and to
manage the risk of flooding and pollution in compliance with policy S29 of the
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.
Other
5. Foul and surface water shall be drained on separate systems (unless agreed
under condition 4 of this consent).
Reason: To ensure a sustainable means of drainage from the site and minimise the
risk of water pollution to the local water environment, in compliance with the National
Planning Policy Framework and Policy S2 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1),
Adopted July 2014.
6. There shall be no vehicular access to or egress from the site other than via the
approved access, unless otherwise agreed by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety and environmental management
7. Access gates, if provided, shall be hung to open inwards only away from the
highway.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety.
8. The dwelling/land use hereby approved shall not be occupied until the
vehicular access, parking and turning requirements have been constructed in
accordance with the approved plan and have been brought into use. The
vehicular access, parking and turning provisions shall be retained and
capable of use at all times thereafter and shall not be removed or altered
without the prior consent of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure a minimum standard of access, parking and turning provision
when the development is brought into use.
9. All means of enclosure shown on Dwg No 21.24.Site – Site Plan – Amended
plan received 30 July 2021 shall be constructed and retained and no part
thereof shall be removed without the prior consent of the Local Planning
Authority.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory standard of development which is compatible with
the character of the area.
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Advisory Note

The applicant should contact the Cumbria County Council in relation to the retaining
wall to the rear boundary of the property as, this will require the wall to be designed and
built to Cumbria CC’s Technical Approval Procedure for Developers Structures.
Enquiries should be made to Cumbria Highways, Highways Depot, Joseph Noble Road,
Lillyhall Industrial Estate, Workington, CA14 4JH, Tel: 01946 506550
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Agenda Item 8
Allerdale Borough Council
Planning Application HOU/2022/00
Development Panel Report
Reference Number:
Valid Date:
Location:

Applicant:
Proposal:

HOU/2022/0066
16 March 2022
9 Christian Street
Workington
CA14 4BP
Mr R Kelly
Replacement of existing wooden sash windows with
EcoSlide PVC-U sash windows (resubmission of
HOU/2021/0217)

RECOMMENDATION
Refuse
1.

Summary

Issue

Conclusion

Heritage

The proposal relates to an Article 4
property within the Portland Square
Conservation Area. The scheme seeks to
substitute existing traditional timber sliding
sash to the front elevation with modern
UPVC alternatives.
Officers consider the proposal would result
in harm by the loss of the existing details,
and that the design and materials of the
proposed replacement windows will
neither preserve nor enhance the
character and appearance of the
designated conservation area resulting in
significant harm to the façade facing
Christian Street.
The harm to the significance of this
designated heritage asset which is not
outweighed by any public benefits.
The proposal is therefore considered
unacceptable being contrary to the criteria
of Policy S27 of the Allerdale Local Plan
(Part 1)
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2.

Introduction

2.1.

This application had been referred to the Development Panel by Councillor
Heaslip.

3.

Proposal

3.1.

The applicant seeks to replace the existing timber windows upon on the front
elevations of the dwelling. This comprises of replacing 3 single glazed, timber,
sliding wooden sash windows with white, double glazed, ECOSlide PVC-U multipane sliding sash windows. The windows in question relate to: 3 windows to the
principal elevation, 2 windows to the first floor and 1 window to the ground floor.

3.2.

The plans for consideration are:





Application Form
Photograph of Front Elevation
Window Brochure
Site Location Plan
Appendix C – Windows

The particulars can be viewed at;

https://allerdalebc.force.com/pr/s/planningapplication/a3X3X00000B9EsqUAF/hou20220066?tabset-e3f5c=2

3.3.

No further information has been provided to support the about suitability for
repair, or use of secondary glazing.

4.

Site description

4.1.

The applicant’s property is located within Workington Conservation Area and is
protected by an Article 4 Direction. The existing windows are of a multi-pane
design and their glazing bars are fine and delicate in section. Officers considered
their design and materials contribute to the overall traditional character of the
applicant’s property, compliment the traditional materials of the existing windows,
and preserve the historic character of the Conservation Area.

4.2.

The wider architectural and historic character upon the Christian Street, in
relation to the Georgian terraced dwellings; has been preserved and retains the
character of the Conservation Area. The adjoining property, No 11 Christian
Street is a Grade II listed building and has replica windows to the host dwelling in
terms of design and materials of the proportions of the frames. Although 11
Christian Street is set back from the host property, it is seen in context of the
listed building and compliments its setting. The historic value and significance of
this part of the Conservation Area relates to its land use as a residential part of
the town with its mix of small and larger Georgian properties and is also viewed
in context of the listed building The Green Dragon on Portland Square which, in
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part, when looking down Christian Street, retains the multi-pane timber sliding
sash windows, with a small section being two pane timber sliding sash.
4.3.

The dwellings within the locality form a relatively unaltered terrace, the existing
traditional windows within these dwellings play an integral part of the period
character of the dwellings and make a positive contribution to the Conservation
Area. Although some of the windows on the street have been replaced with
single glazed, 2 pane timber sliding sash windows, given these are likely to predate the introduction of the conservation area and with the materials being timber
with slimline frames, they are not considered to detract from the overall
appearance of the properties or conservation area. A small number of composite
doors have been approved within the area, including the host property; however,
no UPVC windows are present to the front elevations on the historic properties
located on Christian Street.

5.

Relevant Planning History

5.1.

The following history is relevant to the proposal –
 2/2006/0819 - 8 Christian Street – Replacement of two front windows with
UPVC sliding sash – This application was refused by virtue of design and
materials and it was considered the proposal would neither preserve nor
enhance the Conservation Area – Application Refused. Appeal Dismissed
 2/2012/0292 – 1 Lorne Villas – Remove existing French doors and replace
with pvcu sliding sash window. Remove and replace dining room timber
window with pvcu sliding sash window. Removal of existing timber door and
replace with composite door. – Refused. Appeal dismissed. This application
was refused by virtue of design and materials and it was considered the
proposal would neither preserve nor enhance the Conservation Area.
 2/2013/0056 – 35 Park End Road – replace existing timber framed windows
with UPVC sliding sash– Refused. It was considered that the proposed
windows would neither preserve nor enhance the character or appearance of
this particularly high quality part of the Portland square Conservation Area.
 HOU/2017/0249 – 3 King Street - to replace the current windows for
composite sash windows and a composite front door. Window sizes 900 x
1600- Refused. Appeal dismissed.
 2/2004/0131 – 21 Elizabeth Street (with side elevation fronting onto Carlton
Road) - Replacement windows to side of dwelling with upvc slide and sash
Refused. This application was refused as it was considered that the loss of
traditional features in the form of existing timber sliding sash windows within a
prominent gable to the detriment of the character of the conservation area.
 HOU/2022/0022 – 13 Carlton Road - Replace existing windows with double
glazed EcoSlide PVC-U (resubmission of HOU/2021/0057) – Refused
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6.

Representations
Workington Town Council

6.1.

No response to date.
Other representations

6.2.

As a result of consultation process, one letter of support was received.

7.

Environmental Impact Assessment

7.1.

Under the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment)
Regulations 2017 the development falls within neither Schedule 1 nor 2 and, as
such, is not EIA development.

8.

Duties

8.1.

For Listed Buildings:
Section 66(1) of the Listed Buildings Act 1990 states that, in considering whether
to grant planning permission for development which affects a listed building or its
setting, the local planning authority shall have special regard to the desirability of
preserving the building or its setting or any features of special architectural or
historic interest which it possesses.

8.2.

For conservation areas:
Section 72(1) of the Listed Buildings Act 1990 states that, with respect to any
buildings or other land in a conservation area, special attention shall be paid to
the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of that
area.

9.

Development Plan Policies
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) 2014

9.1.

The following policies are considered to be relevant:Policy DM15 - Extensions and alterations to existing buildings and properties
Policy S2 Sustainable Development
Policy S3 Spatial Strategy and Growth
Policy S4 Design Principles
Policy S27 Heritage Assets
Policy S32 Safeguarding Amenity
These policies can be viewed at:https://www.allerdale.gov.uk/en/planning-building-control/planning-policy/localplan-part-1/
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10.

Other material considerations
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2021)
Council Strategy 2020-2030

11.

Policy weighting

11.1. Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that,
if regard is to be had to the development plan for the purpose of any
determination to be made under the Planning Acts, the determination must be
made in accordance with the plan unless material considerations indicate
otherwise. This means that the Allerdale Local Plan Parts 1 and 2 have primacy.
11.2. However, paragraph 218 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF)
2021 advises that policies in that Framework are material consideration which
should be taken into account in dealing with the applications from the day of its
publication. In this context it is noted that paragraph 219 of the NPPF 2021
advises that due weight should be given to development plan policies according
to their degree of consistency with the NPPF (the closer the policies in the plan to
the policies in the Framework, the greater the weight that may be given).
11.3. The policies relevant to the determination of this application are considered to be
consistent with the NPPF and as such, the policies are given full weight.
12.

Assessment:

12.1. The site under its Article 4 direction within the designated Conservation Area is
sensitive from a heritage perspective (especially from public viewpoints along the
road frontage). Therefore, the significance of the property and its surroundings
including its contribution to the Conservation Area requires evaluation. Each
application should be assessed on its individual planning merits.
Significance
12.2. Christian Street adjoins a busy thoroughfare; the A66 - Ramsey Brow. The site
in question compromises of a 2 storey terraced property. The properties on
Christian Street have the principal elevation facing directly on to the highway,
with the adjacent listed building being set back with a small front curtilage. A
modern block of flats is located at the end of Christian Street near Ramsey Brow
which has modern UVPC windows, this is a modern building where the windows
do not detract from the historic character of the building.
12.3. The properties on Christian Street have predominately retained their historic
character within the Conservation Area and have relatively unspoiled front
façades.
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12.4. The host dwelling is attached to 11 Christian Street which is a grade II listed
building, the windows within this property are single glazed, timber multi-pane
windows with fine glazing bar details; the two dwellings can be read in the same
visual zone. Although the listed property has a more ornate surround than the
host dwelling the windows being of the same materials and appearance to the
host dwelling add to the setting of the listed building.
Impact on and Harm to Heritage Assets
12.5. Policy S27 is the principal policy for the consideration of the proposal given the
sensitivity of the site –
12.6.
‘The historic environment including all heritage assets and their settings will be
conserved and enhanced in a manner appropriate to their intrinsic historic value
and significance, their importance to local character, distinctiveness and sense of
place, and to other social, cultural economic or environmental benefits/values.
The Council will work with partners to seek the conservation and enhancement of
all designated or non-designated heritage assets within the Plan Area. In
determining applications that could affect the significance (including character,
appearance, historic value, value to people and setting) of a heritage asset
and/or archaeological asset, the following factors will be taken into account:





The level of significance of the heritage asset(s).
The impact of the proposal on the significance (including setting) of the
heritage asset(s)
How the significance and/or setting of the asset could be better revealed.
Opportunities for mitigating climate change without damaging significance.

Only proposals which do not harm any positive qualities of the heritage asset(s)
will be approved, unless there is a clear and convincing public benefit to the
proposal that will outweigh the harm caused to the asset(s). If the public benefit
of a proposal outweighs and justifies the loss of a heritage asset, it must be fully
recorded in accordance with agreed criteria which will be proportionate to the
value and significance of the heritage asset.’
12.7. The design and materials of existing windows represent an important integral
feature of the building. It is for members to therefore judge whether or not the
merits of the proposed replacement windows would preserve or enhance the
character of the Conservation Area. These aspects can be divided into two
categories:
12.8. (i) Materials - timber represents the traditional material used on fenestration
details on properties within the Conservation Area. Whilst there are other
approved UPVC windows elsewhere in the Conservation Area, each site has to
be assessed on its individual merits looking at the context of both the individual
property itself and those in its immediate locality i.e. how strong is the heritage
value in its immediate vicinity. Officers consider the setting of the applicant’s
property is primarily within the context of the Georgian properties which form the
majority of Christian Street and also leading onto Portland Square which is visible
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within the streetscene. The proposal would therefore introduce a modern material
onto a predominantly intact set of frontages to these traditional properties.
12.9. Officers consider the proposed UPVC materials would contrast with the white
painted timber frames. The existing timber windows upon the host dwelling have
timber frames and glazing bars which are fine in section and replicates the
design of the adjoining residential property, these two dwellings can be read as a
group. The dwelling also relates to the commercial property 12 Christian Street
on the opposite side of the road, which is also a listed building. This property has
also retained slim timber multi-pane windows to the ground and first floor.
Officers therefore consider the proposed adoption of modern materials at this
location would erode the character of the street scene and its significance.
12.10. By their very nature upvc double glazed units are likely to have a more chunky
appearance than single glazed timber units. Officers are of the opinion that it is
hard to achieve the fine glazing bars to replicate the existing proportions
particularly when multi-pane windows are involved.
12.11. (ii) Means of opening – Whilst officer welcome the applicants pursuit of a sliding
sash window type it is observed that these are dual opening (partially for cleaning
purposes). The opening mechanism of the proposed windows (tilt and easy
clean), and their potential projection beyond the fade of the frontage and gable
would appear out of character upon the street scene i.e the existing sliding sash
windows retain a flush fitting fenestration to the façade which does not project.
This would have an adverse impact upon the appearance of the applicants
dwelling itself, the façade and setting of the adjoining neighbouring terraced
dwellings plus other nearby properties in the wider Conservation Area, with a
prevailing dominance of existing sliding sash window types. Given that the
conservation area extends over a wide area the harm is probably less than
substantial but still significant.
12.12. It was noted that other dwellings within the immediate locality were refused
Planning Permission to replace existing timber framed windows to UPVC sliding
sash to the front elevations –
-

8 Christian Street – 2/2006/0819 - Replacement of two front windows with
UPVC sliding sash – This application was refused by virtue of design and
materials and it was considered the proposal would neither preserve nor
enhance the Conservation Area. The application was appealed and in
dismissing the appeal, the planning inspector acknowledged the window
changes within the area which may have predated the listing of the
conservation area and notes that many original windows still survive. The
inspector goes on to indicate that the proposal would involve further erosion
of the prevailing character and appearance of the Portland Square
Conservation Area, which would, therefore, be harmed, would be contrary to
national and local plan policy.
The inspector also commented on the costs, ease of maintenance and
improvements in efficiency would not justify the resultant harm to the
character and appearance of the area.
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-

35 Park End Road - 2/2013/0056 - Replace existing timber framed windows
with upvc sliding sash windows – Refused. The application was refused as it
was considered the proposal would not preserve or enhance the character of
the Conservation Area and ‘approving the application would set a precedent
which could lead to the loss of all traditional wooden windows in non-listed
buildings within the Conservation Area’.

-

1 Lorne Villas – 2/2012/0292 - Remove existing French doors and replace
with pvcu sliding sash window. Remove and replace dining room timber
window with pvcu sliding sash window. Removal of existing timber door and
replace with composite door – Refused. The inspector dismissed the appeal
(APPG0908/D/12/2181127) at No. 1 Lorne Villas against the refusal of upvc
windows to the front and side elevation of a property at Lorne Villas. It was
stated that it is likely that upvc windows will ‘appear rather crude in
comparison to the detailing of the remaining timber sliding sashes’ and
additionally ‘the grained composite surface would jar with the painted finish of
the adjacent door and windows’. The appeal furthermore stated that the front
and side elevations are 'substantially unspoilt and are an attractive element in
the street scene. It an element that needs to be protected and managed
sensitively’.

-

3 King Street – HOU/2017/0249 - to replace the current windows for
composite sash windows and a composite front door. Window sizes 900 x
1600. – Refused. The inspector dismissed the appeal
(APP/G0908/D/18/3198453) at 3 King Street, it was stated by the
inspectorate ‘the majority of the properties in this area are historic buildings
which have largely retained their original windows, often timber sliding sash,
and have a strong sense of character which contributes positively to the
character and appearance of the Conservation Area’. The inspectorate also
noted ‘The use of woodgrain effect UPVC would not disguise the nature of the
material which is smooth, shiny and modern. Therefore the proposed
windows would adversely affect the traditional integrity of the appeal building
and consequently would not preserve or enhance the character or
appearance of the Conservation Area.’ and additionally highlighted ‘The slow
degradation of the special architectural and historic qualities of the area by
uncontrolled and ad hoc UPVC windows does not justify granting planning
permission in the context of the special attention that must be paid to the
desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of the
area as a whole. Moreover, to do so on appeal against this background would
send out the wrong message. By quoting the circumstances of such a
decision, even though each case should in the first place be considered on its
individual merits, would probably mean that the Council would find its efforts
to resist other applications for UPVC windows in the area undermined and the
incremental effect could cause significant harm to the historic character of the
area ’.
The Inspectorate also addressed the cost implications between UPVC/timber
- ‘In this case reference has been made to the previous windows being
beyond repair and the cost of timber replacements being in the order of
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£7700 - the appellant not having the funds to cover this. However, there is no
evidence to show that repairs were not possible and uneconomical. The cost
issue therefore has limited weight. Consequently the public benefits would not
outweigh the great weight that should be given to the designated heritage
asset’s conservation’ and additionally noted the applicants concerns in
relation to unauthorised UPVC windows within the are Conservation Area – ‘
The appellant has expressed concern about how the Council has not dealt
with the issue of other UPVC windows in the Conservation Area.
Nevertheless, these concerns are separate from the planning merits of the
proposed development and they have little bearing on the outcome of this
appeal’.
-

4 Portland Street – 2/2016/0517 - replacement of 6 wooden windows with
UPVC sliding sash and replacement door with composite door- Refused. The
inspectorate dismissed the appeal, it was stated ‘I acknowledge that the
existing windows and door are falling into disrepair, and I note the appellant’s
position that, should be appeal be dismissed, they would leave the existing
windows and door in place for reasons of cost effectiveness. However, these
circumstances would not justify their replacement in unsympathetic materials’.
Additionally, comments stated that ‘the appellant contends that the new
windows would offer greater security, energy efficiency and future adaptability
than the existing ones. However, they have offered no substantive evidence
to demonstrate that this would be the case. I have had regard to a letter of
support for the proposal, but this has not led me to a different conclusion’.

Residential Amenity
12.13. The window openings will remain as existing and will not impact upon residential
amenity by overlooking, over and beyond the existing arrangement. The proposal
does not therefore conflict with policy S32 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1)
Highway Safety
12.14. Given the nature of the development, there are no highway safety concerns.
Public Benefits
12.15. Officers have addressed the information supplied by the applicant; however,
officers do not support the proposal as submitted by virtue of the proposed
materials (predominately concerns with the use of UPVC to the frontage) and the
means of opening, opening inwards to self-clean the proposed windows. There
are no public benefits arising from the proposal to outweigh the harm to the
Conservation Area.
Balance and Conclusions
13.0 The proposal will neither preserve nor enhance the character and appearance of
the designated Conservation Area as a result of the harm from the proposed
changes to the façade facing Carlton Road. There will be consequent harm to the
significance of this designated heritage asset which is not outweighed by any
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public benefits. The proposal would be contrary to policies S2, DM15 and S27 of
the adopted Allerdale Local Plan Part 1 (2014) and the provisions of the National
Planning Policy Framework 2018. In addition, if the proposal were to be
approved, it would set an undesirable precedent for similar proposals within the
Conservation Area.
Local Financial Considerations
Having regard to S70 (2) of the Town and Country Planning Act the proposal will
have no local financial consideration.

RECOMMENDATION
REFUSE.
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Annex 1
Reasons for refusal
The introduction of UPVC as a material at this location, with no set back from the
highway, would be particularly prominent and would be at odds with the largely retained
fenestration in traditional timber within the immediate locality of the site. The
replacement UPVC windows would fail to replicate the detailing of the existing single
glazed multipaned timber framed units and would appear incongruous. For these
reasons, the proposal would fail to preserve or enhance the character and appearance
of this part of the Portland Square Conservation Area. There will be consequent harm to
the significance of this designated heritage asset which is not outweighed by any public
benefits. The proposal would be contrary to policies S2, DM15 and S27 of the adopted
Allerdale Local Plan Part 1 (2014) and the provisions of the National Planning Policy
Framework 2021.
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Agenda Item 9
Allerdale Borough Council
Planning Application
Development Panel Report
Reference Number: FUL/2020/0047
Valid Date:

18/02/2020

Location:

Land at Derwent Forest, Broughton Moor, Great
Broughton, Cumbria

Applicant:

Mr N Catterson, Derwent Forest Development
Consortium Ltd

Proposal:

Proposed visitor centre with associated
gatehouse, parking and infrastructure

RECOMMENDATION
GRANT subject to conditions
Summary
Issue

Conclusion

Principle of Development

While not meeting all policy criteria fully,
the scheme as amended is considered
acceptable in accordance with the
objectives of Policy S18 of ALLP1. The
proposal will deliver beneficial local
tourism facilities to the area with a local
connection to the historic legacy of the
wider site.

Tourism

Policy SA32 of the Allerdale Local Plan
(Part 2) specifies the criteria for tourist
related development. The specific location
of the proposal is a material consideration.

Layout and scale

The proposed design is modern in its
details but occupies an isolated and
remote location on the RNAD site. The
nearest property is approx. 280m from the
site.

Highways

The layout and access details meet the
requirements of the County highway
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authority.
Contamination

Policy S30 endorses the remediation of
existing contaminated land/buildings. The
sites are predominantly brownfield. Further
assessment is required of the coal mining
details (conditioned).

Drainage

The foul and surface water drainage
details are acceptable in compliance with
Policy S29 of ALPP1.

Ecology

Policy S35 refers to ecology/ biodiversity.
The application is supported by detailed
ecological surveys. Subject to mitigation
being secured these details are
safeguarded.

2.

Proposal

2.1.

Members may recollect that they resolved to defer this application at the last
Development Panel meeting to enable a visit of both the site and its wider RNAD
surroundings plus facilitate a presentation from the applicant on his future
masterplan for the development of the overall site. These details will be
undertaken prior to the panel meeting.

2.2. The application seeks consent to develop a visitor centre facility on the western
periphery of the Derwent Forest site. The primarily hard surfaced site was
formerly used as a helipad for the previous military use of the RNAD.
The building is to incorporate a museum relating to the site’s former historic past,
plus a memorial to the former workers killed in a munition explosion accident
during the last war.
2.3

The centre building itself comprises of a modern two-story flat roof building
comprising of a reception, shop, café bar and learning area. The building itself
would be finished in timber cladding with recessed areas in zinc cladding.
The scheme’s former proposal for a 14m tall observation tower with viewing
platform terraces has been withdrawn from the scheme. The land around the
edge of the centre would be landscaped. The site will be served by a new foul
water package treatment plant. Surface water is to be discharged to Holden’s gill
via a surface water drainage system.

2.4

In response to enquiries on the future use of the premises the applicant advises
that the proposal offers a lot of community led opportunity as a first step in
securing public access to the wider site.
The intention is to have an anchor tenant to operate the visitor centre’s café area
on a commercial basis, with the potential of any future link of the C2C route to the
site.
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The use comprises of 2 phases:
(i)
Phase 1 entrance lodge/reception - Conservation led restoration of the
original Seaton Rd gatehouse as the site entry/control point offering public
access to the site from the car park.
(ii)
Phase 2 – visitor centre comprising of café (30 covers internal and 60
covers external) with cycle parking , It includes a museum re RNAD
reinstating the sites former private museum collection of both the RNAD
and site won objects (working with Broughton PC for the reuniting of some
key objects for permanent display) plus extensive digitalised /photographic
records via: RN Priddy Yard (wartime and ongoing operations at the site) &
national achieves at Kew (re 1944 accident) which is interrelated to the
memorial. Also proposed are records re mining activities (1824-1935) and
Buckhill Colliery from the Cumbria Achieve centre and National Coal
mining museum.
Also proposes local history projects with social recording a priority. Also
details on transport systems with the industrial archaeology of the Cleator
to Workington railway forming the backdrop of the C2C route with the
RNAD narrow gauge railway being legible throughout the site (including
possible narrow gauge rolling stock exhibits).
The applicant also highlights the site is rich in rare ecology with the centre
being in proximity to the Jubilee woodland plantation and the centre would
offer a good base for interpreting and understanding the ecology with
possible circular walls in the woodland.
In addition, the applicant has been working with a representative of Historic
England (military expert and senior archaeologist) to record and
understand the operational nature of the site. (The depot is significant as it
was one of the first and largest facilities in the U.K). The laboratory area
(which is intact including buildings, blast walls and bunds) is seen as a key
central hub and future phase to the site (with associated links to the C2C
which has wider links to its surroundings e.g. Soddy Gap).
The centre also has an education space to serve both local and regional
demand for teaching/field work (especially given its archaeological/historic
importance), plus multiuse exhibition space which can be let commercially
or use by the wider community.
2.5

As the development is located within the internal layout framework of the RNAD
which has no public access, a separate entrance collection point on the northern
boundary of the RNAD is proposed. This involves the conversion of a vacant
ridged roof single storey building to act as a reception point with an adjoining
enlarged ancillary car/bus park for visitors. The intention is then to shuttle visitors
by buses along the internal road network to the site of the helipad. This is due to
health and safety concerns relating to the intervening land deriving from the sites
former landuses.

2.6.

The application under its EIA status is supported by additional documents:
landscape and visual impact, ecology, ground conditions, traffic and transport
and cumulative considerations. (The applicant has since set up a community
engagement group to inform of the progress of the proposal).

The Plans for consideration are:-
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A2.19.867 010 Rev C visitor centre location plan 22/11/21
A2.19.867 VC100 D Site plan
A2.19.867 VC101 B Proposed first floor plans
A2.19.867 VC102 D Proposed elevations
A2.19.867 VC103 E Entrance site plan Site plan
A2.19.867 VC104 C Entrance proposed Floor plans
A2.19.867 VC105 B Entrance Proposed elevations
A2.19.867 VC001 C Entrance location plan
A2.19.867 VC002 A Block plan 1 of 5 VC
A2.19.867 VC002 A Block plan 2 of 5 VC
A2.19.867 VC002 A Block plan 3 of 5 VC
A2.19.867 VC002 A Block plan 4 of 5 VC
A2.19.867 VC002 A Block plan 5 of 5 VC
A2.19.867 VC1000 Materials study VC
A115081 Derwent Forest Visitor centre Noise statement
A115081 C001a – Entrance visibility splays
A115081 C001a VC Access
A115081-21-C-D100-P1 –Visitor centre
A115081-21-C-D100-P1 –Visitor centre
A115081-21-C-D100-P1 –Visitor centre drainage
Entrance building to visitor centre proposed landscape plan WW/10 B
Ecology appraisal 2020
Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey (Feb 2020),
Geo Environmental Desk top study and preliminary coal mining risk assessment
Jan 2020
A115081 visitor centre –contour /topographical /drainage plan- Landmark
A115081 visitor centre- estimated soil chemistry- Landmark
A115081 visitor centre Historical map – Slice A
A115081 visitor centre Historical map – Slice B
A115081 visitor centre Historical Aerial photography –Segment A10
A115081 visitor centre Historical Aerial photography –Segment A11
A115081 visitor centre Historical Aerial photography –Segment A14
A115081 visitor centre Historical Aerial photography –Segment A15
Coal Authority –summary of findings map
Archaeological assessment
Details of package treatment plant
Road Safety Audit (26th March 2021), prepared by Tetra Tech
Derwent Forest entrance building landscape plan Rev B 24/01/20
Derwent Forest visitor centre landscape plan 11A
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2.7.

The proposed use will operate between 10 am and 5pm with a slight
variation at the gatehouse to allow for transfers. It is anticipated the proposal
will employ up to 10 members of staff.

2.8.

In addition to these plans the applicant also provided an overarching
masterplan document for the whole of the depot site. This was to
demonstrate the long term visions for the wider site encompassing a variety
of differing landuses, within the context of Policy S18 and demonstrate how
the concept of the current proposed phase interelates with other long term
future ambitions.

2.9.

The proposal was the subject of a public consultation event at Broughton
Moor in January 2020.

3.

Site

3.1.

The application site compromises of a large hardstanding area formerly used as
a helipad area within the enclosed confines of the perimeter fence of the former
Broughton Moor Royal Navy Armaments Depot (RNAD) site. This immediate
section of surrounding land is open but unmanaged. A larger block of woodland
within the RNAD site is located to the east.

3.2.

The site is served by an internal road within the RNAD’s wider highway network
which traverses along the western edge of the site. The sites existing tall
perimeter fence is sited on the opposite side of the internal road. The route of the
former railway line corridor (not part of the existing C2C route) is located a short
distance (approx. 170m) to the south. Given this site is not accessible, the C2C’s
designated route is presently diverted east of Camerton village southwards
towards the Camerton - Gt Broughton highway. The land to the west on the outer
edge of the nearby perimeter fence is being used to grow a crop of Willow.

3.3.

The nearest isolated individual residential property is ‘Desmene’, which is sited
approx. 280m to the west of the site.

4.

Relevant Planning History

4.1.

The application site itself has not been the subject of any previous applications.

4.2.

Historically the RNAD site was used for small scale coal mining and a brickworks
which was upgraded with Buckhill colliery in the 19th century and closed in 1932.
A smallpox hospital was also sited in the north-western area of the wider site. Its
primary use commenced in 1938 when it was purchased by the Royal navy for
use as a naval arms depot, which in 1944 expanded its use from storage to
maintenance, repair, inspection and disposal of munitions. This use ceased in
1963 when leased to West Germany for the storage of mines, followed by the
United States in 1977, for arms storage, being utilised by NATO from 1981-1991.
A full explosive ordinance disposal search of the site was undertaken for its
decommissioning, removing all explosive materials from the site. The site has
remained vacant since its closure in 1992.
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4.3.

A smaller initial housing estate of 25 dwellinghouses, acting as a catalyst for the
future programme of works on the wider site under Policy S18, was granted
outline consent under 2/2014/0858 and the subsequent reserved matters
2/2017/0319. It has a separate independent vehicular access onto the Great
Broughton-Broughton Moor (Moor Rd) highway. This approved self-build scheme
is extant.

4.4.

The Council more recently has refused a separate detailed planning application
FUL/2020/0070 for a residential estate off Moor Rd on the opposite eastern
outskirts of the RNAD site. This alternative site intended to use the same access
junction from the Seaton /Broughton Moor highway for its constructional traffic.
Members at the recent former panel meeting were, contrary to officer’s
recommendation, refused the application on the grounds of :

4.5.

1.” The proposal is contrary to policy S18 (Derwent Forest) in that it fails to
adequately demonstrate a viable mix of uses to enable the restoration of the
whole site.
As a piecemeal proposal covering only one part of the allocated Derwent
Forest site, it fails to adequately meet the criteria of the policy and in particular
fails to:
a) Produce a comprehensive masterplan for the site as part of the planning
application. (The applicant’s masterplan is not comprehensive, failing to
provide appropriate triggers and thresholds, without clear mechanism for
overall delivery.)
b) Ensure that offsite infrastructure is adequate to accommodate the overall
proposals for the site.”
2. “The proposal is contrary to policy S22 (Transport Principles ) in that it fails to
adequately demonstrate that it meets the transport principles of the local plan
both for specific proposal and for the masterplan required under Policy
S22(Derwent Forest)
The proposal is therefore contrary to the development plan, no material
planning considerations have been identified to justify departure from the
development plan; consequently the proposal fails to balance Economic,
Environmental and Community objectives as set out in the governments
NPPF guidance and is therefore not suitable development.”

5.

Representations

5.1.

Broughton Parish Council
8/04/20 Object on strong grounds:
Potential highway impacts through Broughton village – access via Seaton is
unrealistic
Need of a full site survey to clean up the ruins
No details on addressing existing traffic bottlenecks
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No evidence on the purpose of the visitor centre
Proposal should not be undertaken in a piecemeal manner –need to look at
whole site
Question whether the proposal relates to second home development
Development is premature until there is safe access to the site.
Broughton Moor Parish
Seek a s106 to ensure the large development bring benefits to Broughton Moor
which is lacking in amenities.
Seaton Parish
5.2. No objections
CCC Highway Authority/ LLFA
5.3.

No objections subject to highway conditions. The layout plan access
arrangements and Transport Statement and Road safety audit were assessed.
They are satisfied the visibility splays can be achieved accounting for a vertical
visibility issue (but the vegetation will need cutting back). There are records of 2
accidents in the past 5 years at a sharp bends 300m to the east of the site. Given
the straight high speed road, signage is recommended indicating the visitor
centre (to be approved by the highway authority). Adequate turning facilities are
provided within the site. Further details are also required on the grasscrete
drainage details for the highway infrastructure
Rights of Way Officer

5.4.

No recorded rights of way in the vicinity of the site.
MoD

5.5.

No safeguarding options.

Environmental Protection
5.6.

No objections subject to planning conditions re contamination land appraisal,
importation of clean materials and the treatment of any asbestos on the site.
Natural England

5.7.

No comments. The proposal has not been assessed for protected species but the
subject of ‘standing advice’.
Highway England
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5.8.

No objections.
Fire Officer

5.9.

No objections. However, there will be the needs to comply with regulations re
firefighting and water supplies.
County Archaeologist

5.10. Refers to the application site affecting a building and helipad of the former
RNAD site, plus the site of the late 19th century Greengill Pit, coke ovens and
spoil heaps which are of local significance. Broadly agrees with the submitted
scheme of investigation but seeks further details therefore no objections subject
to a condition recording a landscape survey of the site and archaeological
investigation which will be dependent on the extent of any future groundworks.
United Utilities
5.11. No waste water connection as part of the development. Seek any surface water
be conditioned through the National drainage strategy.
Environment Agency
5.12. Seek an amended desk study to account for the gas works on site or the c18
mine drain links. Identified leachable contaminants – need of ground
investigation, risk assessment and possible source removal.
Coal Authority
5.13. The site is within an identified development high risk area. The Coal Authority
refer to the applicants supporting Geo-environmental Desk top study report. It
refers to its recommendations for further investigations on any upgrades to the
access road due to the potential of shallow mine workings. It refers also to the
recorded mine entries in the locality, with the need for uncovering /drilling of
mine shafts to determine their depth and condition (with a reference to establish
a specific individual mine entry which is in an influencing area of the viewpoint
feature, which by virtue of the intensification of the land may require
remediation).
Overall, no objections subject to planning conditions.
5.14. The application was advertised on site and in the press. One letter of objection
was received on the grounds of:
 The building is out of character with the area
 It impedes their view which they’ve benefitted for the past 45 years
 The siting and proposed roadway will cause noise disturbance and loss of
privacy to their dwelling
 Disturbance to wildlife
 Litter from the site
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6.

 The proposed 14m tower will be seen in the wider area including Clifton
and the A66
 The development should be sited on a well-hidden site given the large
size of the RNAD
 Visitors may witness deer controlling practices on neighbouring land

Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)

6.1.

Acknowledged this proposal represents part of a larger project for the
redevelopment of the wider site and therefore constituted EIA development under
the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations
2017.

6.2.

A supporting range of Environmental Statements (ES) were submitted in support
of the application.

7.

Duties

7.1.

The proposal does not impact of the setting of any listed building or conservation
area. The scale and type of development does not have any significant impacts
on any designated Natura 2000 designation.

8.

Development Plan Policies

8.1.

Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) ALPP1
Policy S1
Policy S2
Policy S3
Policy S4
Policy S5
Policy S18
Policy S22
Policy S27
Policy S29
Policy S30
Policy S32
Policy S33
Policy S35
Policy DM12
Policy DM14
Policy DM17

8.2.

Presumption in favour of sustainable development
Sustainable development principles
Spatial strategy and growth
Design principles
Development principles
Derwent Forest
Transport principles
Heritage assets
Flood risk and surface water drainage
Reuse of land
Safeguarding amenity
Landscape
Protecting and enhancing biodiversity and geodiversity
Sustainable construction
Standards of good design
Trees, hedgerows and woodland.

Allerdale Local Plan (Part 2) ALPP2
Policy SA2 Settlement limits
Policy SA32 Tourism, Coastal and Countryside recreation

9.

Other material considerations
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National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) (2021)
National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG)
Allerdale Borough Council Plan 2020-2030
10.

Policy weighting

10.1. Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that,
if regard is to be had to the development plan for the purpose of any
determination to be made under the Planning Acts, the determination must be
made in accordance with the plan unless material considerations indicate
otherwise. This means that the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1) 2014 and the
Allerdale Borough Local Plan (Part 2) 2020 policies have primacy.
11.

Assessment:
Principle -Tourism

11.1.

The proposed visitor centre represents a phase in the redevelopment of the
former RNAD (Derwent Forest) site, which has stood predominantly redundant
for many years and will assist in restoring part of a brownfield site back to use.

11.2.

The initial first outline phase of proposal under 2/2014/0858 for 25 self-build
residential units was approved (including a design code) on the opposite
eastern side of the site with the prospect that it would enable and facilitate the
funding for the wider development of the site.

11.3.

The role of Derwent Forest in West Cumbria is recognised in a number of key
strategies including the Energy Coast Masterplan, Sub Regional Spatial
Strategy, Cumbria Tourism Destination plan and Cumbria Economic Plan.

11.4.

Given the scale, nature and strategic potential of the Derwent Forest site, the
ALPP1 includes a standalone exemption policy to guide development over the
plan period, recognising the types of acceptable uses and the exceptional
nature of the site. i.e. the inclusion of this site is on the basis of it acting as an
enabling development to facilitate the restoration of the site to the wider benefit
of the local community.

11.5.

Policy S18 Derwent Forest recognises the need to secure a mix of uses for the
project to be viable and to enable the restoration of the site to a suitable level of
use. The policy includes residential development “sufficient to achieve the
viability of the project and secure the overall restoration of the site”. However,
the policy does specify objectives seeking that any proposal will:
“a) Provide a comprehensive masterplan for the site, including phasing, to be
submitted as part of any planning application to ensure delivery of a coherent
solution for the site and avoid a piecemeal approach;
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b) Demonstrate the social, economic and environmental benefits it will bring to
the local economy and community;
c) Provide a whole site solution and incorporate significant elements of public
access, including the continuation and enhancement of the C2C cycle route
through the site;
d) Give consideration to sustainable modes of transport that will form an
important part of any transport assessment/plan required to support proposals;
e) Ensure the siting, design and scale of all elements of the proposed scheme
are appropriate, and will safeguard and enhance important landscape features,
valuable historic assets, existing wildlife species and habitats and demonstrate
how the wider landscape context has been taken into account. The proposal will
seek to minimise and where appropriate mitigate adverse impacts;
f) Ensure that off-site infrastructure is adequate to accommodate any proposals
and that the site is remediated to an acceptable level for the proposed end use.”
11.6. Officers acknowledge that the restoration of the application site is only one part
of a long term vision, given the sheer size of the overall site. However the form
of the current application does not provide a mechanism for approval of that
long term vision.
11.7. Policy S18 makes specific inclusion of “tourist related development” within the
options of suitable landuses for the site.
11.8. Paras 212/ 213 ALPP1 in support of the policy does recognise the role in coordinating any development to a network of habitat and green infrastructure.
11.9. In assessing the merits of the proposal, members need to assess whether they
consider it fulfils the policy criteria of paras 210-213. The scheme as initially
submitted, lacked any supporting masterplan thus did not initially demonstrate
compliance with the local plan policy requirements, which was reflected in
officers concerns over piecemeal development not reflecting the wider site
development aspirations.
11.10. In response, the applicant submitted a masterplan document which outlines a
wider broader vision for the development of the whole site which includes an
indicative layout of 3 new settlements, other development including commercial
leisure development and routes of connectivity (estimating approx. 2000
dwellings) and 4.27 ha employment area subdivided by woodland areas. Its
supporting vision document includes a “visitor centre” in the list of future uses.
11.11. Whilst this Masterplan fulfils the requirement of the planning policy and does
represent a material consideration to the current proposal, the form of the
current application neither gives a mechanism for consideration and approval of
the Masterplan nor a mechanism for approval of future development proposals
in line with the masterplan. These would have to be judged on their individual
merits.
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11.12. Officers acknowledge that future phases and major development may require
significant additional levels of investment in infrastructure to facilitate the
magnitude of development expected under the provisions of the policy and the
wider masterplan for the site.
11.13. Officers emphasise the planning matters and infrastructure requirements of the
current scheme should however be proportionate to the requirements of this
individual phase and meets the enabling requirements of the policy and is
compatible with the master plan expectations for the Derwent Forest site.
However, members clearly expressed concern in their grounds of refusal of the
recent housing development on the RNAD site on the piecemeal nature of the
development and the lack of a detailed masterplan demonstrating the long term
delivery of the site and its required infrastructure. The refusal decision is a
material consideration and members need to consider whether this equally
applies to the current proposal.
11.14. Officers, unlike for the refused housing application, attach weight to the
locational tourist need for the development of this proposal and its educational
attributes which is directly linked to the historic legacy of the site. Members
need to judge the merits of this issue, as the principal of the development is
dependent on Policy S18 as, as an isolated tourist development in the open
countryside its criteria would normally conflict with Policy SA32 of ALPP2 which
normally only supports sustainable locations or the expansion of existing tourist
facilities.
11.15. Under the criteria of any EIA, evidence is required to assess the merits of the
proposal site focusing on the subjects of ecology, landscape and visual impact,
ground conditions and traffic and transport. Its assessment excluded
archaeology, air quality/odour, noise and vibration, hydrology, socio economic,
lighting, waste human health, accidents /disasters, and climate change.
11.16. Mitigation measures are recommended, where appropriate.
11.17. Whilst officers would not normally support this type of isolated tourist
development there is a locational need which is unique to the development.
Policy S18 identifies that there are specific and justified exemption reasons for
supporting the proposal. It is for members to judge whether the developments
economic and community benefits outweigh the policy context of Policy S18.
11.18. The physical merits of the proposal may be summarised as follows:
Layout and Design
11.19. The application’s details demonstrate modern utilitarian design which in officer’s
opinion is reflective of the function and history of the site and the nature of
existing military buildings found elsewhere on the site. The site of the centre is
isolated and therefore not prominent to public view.
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11.20. The initial scheme sought to introduce a modern observation viewing tower to
the building as an added attraction to the tourist landuse, but in response to
local concerns this feature has been deleted.
11.21. The reception car park area and the conversion of the former gatehouse
building would bring back a beneficial use to this section of the site. The new
car park facilities would be screened by new supplementary landscaping.
11.22. The applicant acknowledges that the proposals parking and access
arrangements appear unconventional, but there are other comparative
examples in the U.K including the Eden project in Cornwall during construction
and other national trust estates e.g. Seven oaks to reduce carbon emissions
Although officers have reservation on the unusual shuttle arrangement of
accessing the visitor centre, these concerns are more related to the economic
viability considerations of the site rather than any identifiable environmental
harm.
Highways
11.23. Policy S22 refers to transport principles. Traffic was a major concern in the
recent refusal decision of the housing development on the opposite side of the
site.
11.24. The application is supported by an ES chapter on traffic, which included the
cumulative impacts of the recent refused application for the 71 dwellings. The
report highlights that as the development does not meet the thresholds
(increasing traffic flows by 30% or affect sensitive areas by 10%) the traffic
evidence is voluntary. No traffic survey was requested by the highway authority.
In assessing the effects accounts were made for: severance, driver delay,
pedestrian delay, pedestrian activity, fear and intimidation and accidents and
safety.
11.25. The assessment advises that no traffic survey was taken of the Seaton –
Broughton Moor highway. There were no recorded accidents in the past 3
years. There are no footpath links to the village. There are 2 designated
cycleway routes in the wider locality of the site (one of which to be linked in the
future as part of the masterplan). The nearest bus stop is in Broughton Moor
(No 69 bus which operates weekdays and Saturdays),
11.26. Construction works will be undertaken in accordance with a Construction
Environmental Management Plan. Any construction impacts will be temporary.
11.27. In assessing operational impacts, account has been taken of the proposed
operational hours, which consequently is unlikely to generate traffic during the
AM peak hours and visitor traffic is unlikely after 5pm. Thus, the site impact is
based on employees traffic – equating to 11 cars in peak pm hour – estimating
6 towards Seaton and 5 towards Broughton Moor (of which 2 will traverse south
to Gt Broughton/A66).
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11.28. The applicant’s traffic survey evidence assumes traffic levels on the Seaton
Broughton Moor highway replicate those taken on Moor Rd. This suggests a
peak hour increase in traffic flows from 124 -144/5 in both east west directions
on the Seaton Rd / Broughton Moor highway, representing a 4% increase.
11.29. As a consequence, there is negligible impact on the highway effects criteria.
11.30. Officers attribute weight to the consultation response of the highway authority. It
is highlighted that this proposal, unlike the recent refused housing development
obtains access alternatively off the Seaton / Broughton Moor highway. As it
does not meet traffic levels triggers, the required traffic generation information
cannot be reasonably insisted upon from the applicant. Furthermore, its levels
of both construction and operational traffic are unlikely to match those in scale
to that of the housing development.
11.31. The merits of the access itself are acceptable with a wide highway verge and
good visibility with satisfactory off-street parking and turning provision for 37
cars (4 disabled and 3 buses). The highway authority has raised no objections
to the scheme. Whilst it would have been preferable to provide a connection
with the C2C link, as these details were refused under the housing application
these cannot be considered as part of the current scheme.
Contamination
11.32. Policy S30 specifies the beneficial merits of reusing previously developed land,
subject to ensuring sufficient evidence is demonstrated to ensure there are no
potential contamination risks. This subject represented the other primary
objective on the site due to the historic legacy of the past. The site has a
complex layout of buildings and infrastructure deriving from its long historic past
which include a range of military buildings and mine entries relating to the
operations and activities at the site.
11.33. The application is supported by detailed Geo Environmental ground condition
report, heritage documentation on the history/ archaeological value of the site
and a coal mining report.
11.34. Mitigation during construction can be secured by a CEMP.
11.35. Moderate significant adverse effects would be experienced during construction
by adjacent properties, construction workers and infiltration/ migration of
contamination to aquifer/ watercourses, with major significant adverse effects
from land stability impacts. These can be mitigated against through working
practices, safety equipment/capping of the shaft and stabilisation.
11.36. During the operational use, major significant adverse effects could arise from
ground /gas vapour, land stability issues, but these can be mitigated by gas
monitoring prior to development/stabilisation of the mineshaft. (conditioned).
11.37. The Coal Authority report acknowledges the inherited complications of the coal
mining history in the immediate locality with potential shallow workings and
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recorded mine entries within the vicinity of the site and the access corridor
However subject to further investigations they consider this matter can be
reserved by condition.
11.38. Weight is also given to the fact that the Environmental Health Officer does not
raise objections, subject to conditions. As the development primarily
concentrates on the hard surfaced footprint of the helipad, the contamination
issues are less complicated. However further details would be required for the
conversion treatment of the gatehouse building.
Landscaping
11.39. Policy S33 seeks to ensure future development is sympathetic with the
landscape which in reinforced under criteria e) of Policy S18 which seeks to
safeguards it features.
11.40. The applications ES includes a detailed Landscape and Visual Impact
Assessment. It outlined the key landscape features and characteristics of the
site. It identified its location within the sub type 5a Ridge and Valley category
and refers to the other surrounding landscape types. The site is located 7.3km
from the Lake District National Park designation with the Solway Coast 5.3km to
the north.
11.41. A supporting zone of visual impact was also provided to outline the extent of
short, medium and long-term views of the site from its surroundings and 6
viewpoints: Stud farm, South terrace (Gt Broughton) Brigham – Broughton
highway, northern edge of Greysouthen, Watch Hill (nr Cockermouth) and
Whin Fell.
11.42. The significance and nature of construction works on landscape character, semi
improved grassland and dense scrub were slight and negative (i.e. not
significant). This was also applicable to most of the chosen visual receptors with
the exception of the longer views Greysouthen, Brigham, Watch Hill and Whin
Fell which are negligible.
11.43. The impact of its operational use (which clearly would be permanent), the
residual significance and nature of effects would initially be moderate and
negative on the host landscape character type (5a Ridge and valleys) with the
introduction of the buildings built form, but becoming moderate and beneficial in
15 years timescale with the establishment of the proposed landscaping, with
minor impacts on the neighbouring sub type 8b broad valleys resulting in an
overall slight to negative impact.
11.44. The assessment recommends for mitigation the use of appropriate design and
landscaping Officers highlight that the proposal does not result in the loss of
any trees at the visitor centre site itself.
11.45. The entrance facilities will result in the loss of 2 trees plus a small group of
regenerated Birch and Willow to accommodate the supporting highway details.
Officers consider this will be compensated by the sites landscaping scheme.
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Nature Conservation
11.46. Policy S35 outlines the criteria for biodiversity and nature conservation.
11.47. The application is supported by an ecological survey to assess the nature
conservation of the site. The survey accounted for species in the locality and
the surrounding habitats. The nearest designated ecology sites River Derwent
and Bassenthwaite Lake SAC, River Derwent SSI and Maryport Harbour SSSI
and ancient woodlands were scoped out due to the nature and scale of the
works and the separation distance. The scale of works proposed do not meet
the triggers for an HRA.
11.48. It was envisaged there would be low impacts on bats, reptiles and birds during
construction and moderate impact on the greater Crested newts which albeit
not recorded on the site have the potential to forage across the site’s access
within known ponds in the surrounding area. However, a Species Protection
Plan is recommended for this aspect of the works.
11.49. The applicant advises the proposal will encompass mitigation measures
including lighting controls, speed limits along the access road, exclusion fencing
retention of existing hedgerows, enhancement of grasslands/native species in
the area plus retention of the tree belt extending into the site. These may result
in permanent significant impacts during the operational phase to bats, greater
crested newts and reptiles, with no significant impact on birds.
11.50. Officers attach weight that Natural England raises no objections and this
smaller scale of development does not exceed the HRA triggers.
Flood Risk and Surface Water Drainage
11.51. Policy S29 outlines the considerations in assessing flood risk and surface water
drainage.
11.52. The submitted application was supported by a drainage scheme which outlines
a package treatment plant for the proposed works for the means of foul
drainage i.e. non–mains. A surface water drainage scheme seeks to discharge
into a local watercourse. Neither United Utilities, Environment Agency nor
Natural England object to these details subject to adherence with the national
drainage hierarchy i.e. exploration of soakaways prior to the pursuit of the
watercourse option. (conditioned)
11.53. The drainage of this modest sized development proposal are therefore
considered acceptable with no impact on the development or the displacement
of surface water to other sites, in compliance with Policy S29 of ALPP1.
Residential Amenity
11.54. Policy S32 seeks to ensure development does not result in any significant loss
of amenity. The proposal represents a major development and therefore has
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the potential for residential disturbance during its construction. The nearest
residential property is Desmene which is sited approx. 280m to the west of the
site.
11.55. A brief noise statement was provided to the application advising the site is
within a quiet location with no significant noise sources in close proximity and
the operation would only operate in daytime hours. Under current noise
guidance it is considered there is a negligible risk of future residents
experiencing adverse effects for existing sources of noise, therefore a detailed
assessment is not required.
11.56. Given this separation distance and the daytime operational hours of the building
officers consider there will be no significant loss of amenity subject to the
adoption of a construction management plan.
Archaeological
11.57. Policy S27 seeks to safeguard heritage assets. The application is supported by
an Archaeological desk based assessment and walk over survey for the whole
depot site. It highlighted the cultural heritage interest, referring to 4 categories
of: The RNAD landuse (no further documentation required); Collieries (no
further records required); Medieval to post medieval ridge and furrow (evidence
no further work required) and Medieval field system (extensively damaged by
the depot land use) and Prehistoric and Romano-British Architecture (only one
possible site).
Cumulative Impacts
11.58. The ES document also examined cumulative impacts and any in combination
effects. Other identified development within locality included the neighbouring
housing estate approved under 2/2014/0858 (ongoing), plus the site of the
recent refused housing application (FUL/2020/00707) and the future
development aspects to be pursued on the remainder of the Derwent Forest
site under Policy S18 of the ALPP1 (no anticipated overlap but may be
cumulative during construction/ operational phases). The key topics were:
11.59. (i) Ecology – The existing construction activities at the approved estate are
controlled under a CEMP with no notable impacts on species.
11.60. On the masterplan previous surveys have been undertaken for bats, greater
crested newts and reptiles. Removal of vegetation id s being compensated by
supplementary landscaping and mitigation measures will seek to safeguard the
water environment for other species plus additional features e.g. SuDs ponds.
On this basis no significant effects are anticipated or indeed may have a
positive impact.
11.61. (ii) Landscape - The development in conjunction with the existing approved
estate and future phases of the masterplan will potentially intensify the
landscape and visual effects. Given the screened location of the proposal there
will not likely be combined views with the existing development.
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11.62. (iii) Ground conditions - Potential contamination issues during the construction
phase and operational phases. However, there would be beneficial long term
beneficial impacts from the remediation of the site addressing the land stability
and any contamination.
11.63. (iv) Design - No cumulative impacts identified.
11.64. Construction - Potential for pathways of disturbance for neighbouring land uses
and properties and a secondary A aquifer and surface water run off – to be
addressed through ground investigation and CEMP.
11.65. (v) Transport - Cumulative impacts were evaluated with the neighbouring estate
and visitor centre under the traffic evidence. The impacts of other areas of the
masterplan are unknown and are therefore unclear at this stage, but will likely
have significant impacts on the road network. Any future proposal will need to
be supported by a detailed Transport Assessment, Travel plan and
comprehensive strategy for improvements to the wider highway infrastructure
with mitigation measures.
11.66. In combination effects were also examined for the construction and operation
phases with their findings in their topic chapters (Socio economic, transport,
pollution related construction works, lighting landscape featured, visual effects
and ground contamination) concluding these would be minor adverse impacts.
11.67. Similarly, the in combined impacts social and-economic impacts (recreation
/tourism) were slight beneficial, traffic slight adverse, noise minor adverse and
drainage flooding, visual effects and air quality negligible.
11.68. Officers therefore consider there is no significant cumulative impacts associated
with the existing and pending developments. Any such cumulative impacts with
any additional development can be assessed on their individual merits as part
of any future application for additional phases of development.
Local Financial Considerations
12.1.

Having regard to S70 (2) of the Town and Country Planning Act. There are
matters regarding the New Homes Bonus Scheme and Council Tax Revenue
for the Council. This has carried no weight in the determination.
Conclusions

13.1.

Officers highlight the importance of Policy S18 which is fundamental to the
principle of this proposal in its open countryside setting. The proposal
represents one of the early stages of redeveloping this vast brownfield site. The
applicant has delivered a high-level masterplan for the overall scheme. Policy
S18 incorporates the potential for tourist related development acting as part of
any future mix of land uses, to enable the viable restoration of the site and
provide community benefits. Officers consider the merits of the scheme, which
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has both tourism and educational benefits, is sufficiently acceptable that the
principle of this development may be supported.
13.2

The supporting Environmental Statement has been examined in detail, looking
at the many planning considerations. Further consultation is required for several
separate regulations. The merits of the proposal are therefore considered
acceptable in accordance with the councils adopted local plan policies.

13.3

While officers have sought to offer positive recommendation consistent with
their advice on the recently decided housing application at Derwent Forest, it is
open to members to take a decision to refuse this application, consistent with
members decision to refuse the housing application.

RECOMMENDATION
GRANT
Annex 1
CONDITIONS
Time Limit:
1.

The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of
three years from the date of this permission.
Reason: In order to comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990.

In Accordance:
2.

The development hereby permitted shall be carried out solely in
accordance with the following plans:
A2.19.867 VC100 D Site plan
A2.19.867 VC101 B Proposed first floor plans
A2.19.867 VC102 C Proposed elevations
A2.19.867 VC103 E Entrance site plan Site plan
A2.19.867 VC104 C Entrance proposed Floor plans
A2.19.867 VC105 B Entrance Proposed elevations
A2.19.867 VC001 C Entrance location plan
A2.19.867 VC002 A Block plan 1 of 5 VC
A2.19.867 VC002 A Block plan 2 of 5 VC
A2.19.867 VC002 A Block plan 3 of 5 VC
A2.19.867 VC002 A Block plan 4 of 5 VC
A2.19.867 VC002 A Block plan 5 of 5 VC
A2.19.867 VC1000 Materials study VC
A115081 Derwent Forest Visitor centre Noise statement
A115081 C001a – Entrance visibility splays
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A115081 C001a VC Access
A115081-21-C-D100-P1 –Visitor centre
A115081-21-C-D100-P1 –Visitor centre
A115081-21-C-D100-P1 –Visitor centre
Entrance building to visitor centre proposed landscape plan WW/10 B
Ecology appraisal 2020
Extended Phase 1 Habitat Survey (Feb 2020),
Geo Environmental Desk top study and preliminary coal mining risk
assessment Jan 2020
A115081 visitor centre –contour /topographical /drainage plan- Landmark
A115081 visitor centre- estimated soil chemistry- Landmark
A115081 visitor centre Historical map – Slice A
A115081 visitor centre Historical map – Slice B
A115081 visitor centre Historical Aerial photography –Segment A10
A115081 visitor centre Historical Aerial photography –Segment A11
A115081 visitor centre Historical Aerial photography –Segment A14
A115081 visitor centre Historical Aerial photography –Segment A15
Coal Authority –summary of findings map
Archaeological assessment
Details of package treatment plant
Reason: In order to ensure that the development is carried out in complete
accordance with the approved plans and any material and non-material
alterations to the scheme are properly considered.
Pre-commencement conditions:
3.

No development shall commence within the site until the applicant has
secured the implementation of a programme of archaeological work in
accordance with a written scheme of investigation which has been
submitted by the applicant and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
Reasons: To afford reasonable opportunity for an examination to be made to
determine the existence of any remains of archaeological interest within the site
and for the preservation, examination or recording of such remains)

4.

Details of all measures including surfacing material of the car park access
road and drainage measures to be taken by the applicant/developer to
prevent surface water discharging onto or off the highway shall be
submitted to the Local Planning Authority for approval prior to
development being commenced. Any approved works shall be
implemented prior to the development being completed and shall be
maintained operational thereafter
Reason: In the interests of highway safety.
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5.

The development shall not commence until visibility splays providing
clear visibility of 215 metres measured 2.4 metres down the centre of the
access road and the nearside channel line of the carriageway edge have
been provided at the junction of the access road with the county highway.
Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning
(General Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (or any Order
revoking and re-enacting that Order) relating to permitted development,
no structure, vehicle or object of any kind shall be erected, parked or
placed and no trees, bushes or other plants shall be planted or be
permitted to grown within the visibility splay which obstruct the visibility
splays. The visibility splays shall be constructed before general
development of the site commences so that construction traffic is
safeguarded.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety.

6.

The access, parking/turning, loading / unloading and material storage
areas shall be provided before any building work commences on this site
so that construction traffic can park and turn clear of the highway. The
access and public highway in the vicinity of the site access shall be kept
clear of mud and debris from the site and provision for road sweeping
shall be provided as necessary or requested by the LHA.
Reason: The carrying out of this development without the provision of these
facilities during the construction work is likely to lead to inconvenience and
danger to road users.

7.

Advanced Direction Signs (ADS) and Direction Signs (DS) at the access
shall be provided in the verges on both approaches. Details of the signs
including location plan and sign details shall be submitted to the Local
Planning Authority for approval prior to development being commenced.
Reason: In the interests of highway safety.

8.

Prior to the commencement of any development, a surface water drainage
scheme, based on the hierarchy of drainage options in the National
Planning Practice Guidance with evidence of an assessment of the site
conditions (inclusive of how the scheme shall be managed after
completion) shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local
Planning Authority. The surface water drainage scheme must be in
accordance with the Non-Statutory Technical Standards for Sustainable
Drainage Systems (March 2015) or any subsequent replacement national
standards and unless otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning
Authority, no surface water shall discharge to the public sewerage system
either directly or indirectly. The development shall be completed,
maintained and managed in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To promote sustainable development, secure proper drainage and to
manage the risk of flooding and pollution. This condition is imposed in light of
policies within the NPPF and NPPG.

9.

No development shall commence until intrusive site investigations have
been carried out on site to establish the exact situation in respect of
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shallowing mine workings and mine entries. The findings of the intrusive
site investigations, including a layout plan plotting the mine entry and its
zone of influence, shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority for
consideration and approval in writing. The intrusive site investigations
shall be carried out in accordance with authoritative UK guidance
Reason The undertaking of intrusive site investigations, prior to the
commencement of development, is considered to be necessary to ensure that
adequate information pertaining to ground conditions and coal mining legacy is
available to enable appropriate remedial and mitigatory measures to be
identified and carried out before building works commence on site. This is in
order to ensure the safety and stability of the development, in accordance with
paragraphs 178 and 179 of the National Planning Policy Framework
10.

Where the findings of the intrusive site investigations (required by
condition 9 above) identify that coal mining legacy on the site poses a risk
to surface stability, no development shall commence until a detailed
remediation and treatment scheme to protect the development from the
effects of such land instability has been submitted to the Local Planning
Authority for consideration and approval in writing. Following approval,
the remedial works shall be implemented on site in complete accordance
with the approved details.
Reason The undertaking of intrusive site investigations, prior to the
commencement of development, is considered to be necessary to ensure that
adequate information pertaining to ground conditions and coal mining legacy is
available to enable appropriate remedial and mitigatory measures to be
identified and carried out before building works commence on site. This is in
order to ensure the safety and stability of the development, in accordance with
paragraphs 178 and 179 of the National Planning Policy Framework

11.

Following implementation and completion of the approved remediation
scheme (required by condition 10 above) and prior to the first occupation
of the development, a verification report shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority to confirm completion
of the remediation scheme in accordance with approved details.
Reason The undertaking of intrusive site investigations, prior to the
commencement of development, is considered to be necessary to ensure that
adequate information pertaining to ground conditions and coal mining legacy is
available to enable appropriate remedial and mitigatory measures to be
identified and carried out before building works commence on site. This is in
order to ensure the safety and stability of the development, in accordance with
paragraphs 178 and 179 of the National Planning Policy Framework

12.

Prior to the commencement of works a Species Protection plan (SSP)
shall be submitted to and approved by the local planning authority in
accordance with the mitigation measures outlined in section 5.3 & 5.8 of
Chapter 5 – Ecology of the Environmental Statement Volume 1. The SPP
shall detail measures to safeguard protected species known to be in the
area and will include for preconstruction surveys for protected
species (complementing the seasonality of the construction start date) as
well as ensuring the use of the best practice measures during all
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construction activities (including badgers). The SPP will describe the
process to be followed in the case that new protected species are
recorded on site that would need to be protected during
construction works as well as ensuring the implementation of effective
toolbox tasks to raise awareness to site personnel to sensitive ecological
receptors on site.
Reason In the interests of protecting any protected species at the site in
compliance with policy S35 of the Allerdale local plan (Part 1)
Post-commencement/Pre use commencing conditions:

13.

No part of the development hereby permitted shall be constructed above
ground floor level until details of all external and roofing materials have
been submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority. Only the
materials so approved shall be used in the development as approved.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory standard of development for the external
appearance of the approved scheme which is compatible with the character of
the surrounding area, in compliance with the National Planning Policy
Framework and Policy DM14 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July
2014.

14.

Details of the siting, height and type of all means of enclosure/screen
walls/fences/other means of enclosure shall be submitted to and
approved by the Local Planning Authority prior to the occupation of any
dwelling(s). Any such walls/fences etc. shall be constructed prior to the
approved building being brought into use/occupied. All means of
enclosure so constructed shall be retained and no part thereof shall be
removed without the prior consent of the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: To ensure a satisfactory standard of development which is compatible
with the character of the surrounding area and safeguard the amenity of
neighbouring properties.

15.

All planting, seeding or turfing comprised within the approved
landscaping schemes ( Derwent Forest entrance building landscape plan
Rev B 24/01/20 and Derwent Forest visitor centre landscape plan 11A)
shall be carried out in the first planting season following completion of
the development and any trees or plants which within a period of 5 years
from the completion of the development die, are removed or become
seriously damaged or diseased shall be replaced in the next planting
season with other similar size and species, unless otherwise agreed in
writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Reason: In order to enhance the appearance of the development and minimise
the impact of the development in the locality.

16.

A landscaping management plan including long term design objectives,
management responsibilities and maintenance schedules for all
landscape areas, other than small privately owned domestic gardens,
shall be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority prior
to the occupation of any dwellinghouse or any piece of the development,
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whichever is the sooner, for its permitted use. The development shall
thereafter be maintained at all times in accordance with the approved
management plan.
Reason: To ensure the long-term maintenance and management of public open
space within the residential estate.

17.

In the event that contamination is found at any time when carrying out the
approved development that was not previously identified it must be
reported immediately to the Local Planning Authority. Development on the
part of the site affected must be halted and a risk assessment carried out
and submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority.
Where unacceptable risks are found remediation and verification schemes
shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority. These shall be implemented prior to the development (or
relevant phase of development) being brought into use. All works shall be
undertaken in accordance with current UK guidance, particularly CLR11.
Reason: To minimise any risk arising from any possible contamination from the
development to the local environment in compliance with the National Planning
Policy Framework and Policy S30 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted
July 2014.

18.

No development shall take place until a Construction and Demolition
Method Statement has been submitted to and approved in writing by the
Local Planning Authority. The statement shall include the following:
(a)
Traffic Management Plan to include all traffic associated with the
development, including site and staff traffic, off-site parking, turning and
compound areas;
(b)
Procedure to monitor and mitigate noise and vibration from the
construction and demolition and to monitor any properties at risk of damage
from vibration, as well as taking into account noise from vehicles, deliveries.
All measurements should make reference to BS7445.
(c)
Mitigation measures to reduce adverse impacts on residential
properties from construction compounds including visual impact, noise,
and light pollution.
(d)
A written procedure for dealing with complaints regarding the
construction or demolition;
(e)
Measures to control the emissions of dust and dirt during
construction and demolition (including any wheel washing facilities);
(f)
Programme of work for Demolition and Construction phase;
(g)
Hours of working and deliveries;
(h)
Details of lighting to be used on site;
(i)
Highway signage/ Haulage routes.
The approved statement shall be adhered to throughout the duration of the
development.
Reason: In the interests of safeguarding the amenity of the occupiers of
neighbouring properties during the construction works of the development hereby
approved, in compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy
S32 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014 and in the interests of
highway safety.
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19.

The use hereby permitted shall be restricted to operate solely within the
hours of operation of 10am and 5pm.
Reason: In the interests of preserving the amenity of neighbouring residents, in
compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy S32 of the
Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.

20. Prior to the occupation of the building hereby approved, details of the
lighting scheme for the site (which shall solely operate during operational
hours shall be submitted to and approved by the Local Planning Authority.
The works shall be implemented solely in accordance with the approved
scheme.
Reason: To safeguard the amenity of nearby residential properties and minimise
the impact on wildlife, in compliance with the National Planning Policy Framework
and Policies S35 and S32 of the Allerdale Local Plan (Part 1), Adopted July 2014.
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